CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As technical systems grow, more complex human interaction with those
systems becomes an increasingly important factor in determining their overall
effectiveness and design. Interaction of operators with many heterogeneous assets is a
key linkage in their eventual success in all types of defense missions [1]. Systems of
multiple semi-autonomous vehicles, such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) with
a human operator overseeing the group, are a particularly interesting and challenging
example [2]. Although many low and mid-level functions such as rudder control and
path planning may be handled autonomously, mission critical elements such as target
selection and weapons deployment are likely to be commanded by a human operator.
Accordingly, total system performance is the culmination of both that of the
automation and its human controller. A salient question thus becomes: How best
should the human element be integrated with such a system? It is purported here that
the ability to model operator decisions in such systems, even in an approximate
manner, could lead to more efficient, better performing systems.
Although challenging, the rewards of developing a model of operator decisionmaking in such a system could be tremendous. In addition to the study of networked
UAV’s favored by the Department of Defense [1], this field has many relevant
applications to peaceable areas. For example, UAV’s are already being used
successfully by InSitu, a small UAV manufacturer, for climate and weather
monitoring and wildlife tracking (sea and land) [3]. Human operator modeling is
especially vital to the development of semi or fully autonomous motor vehicles whose
promise in terms of reduced loss of life and personal and property injury are enormous
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[6].

Robots using Human in the Loop (HITL) oversight are also applicable to

activities ranging from the exotic, such as hazardous chemical processing, space
exploration and surveillance, to the mundane, such as cleaning public parks, mining,
and farming [4],[5]. Principles gained from this study may also be applicable to
medicine through nanotechnology and mechanical manipulators. Finally a model of
such systems could be useful in developing an adaptive tasking approach [7],
considered one of the most promising interactive approaches between operators and
complex systems.
A particularly interesting application of semi-autonomous systems is an
Intelligence, Reconnaissance and Surveillance (ISR) type mission for networked
UAV’s, as they will be one of the early practical applications of this technology,
eventually building towards concepts such as wide area searches, precision location
and identification, and urban military support.
Past work, related specifically to operator modeling in ISR and similar type
missions, has focused on prescribing an optimal decision-making policy. Miller,
Goldman and Funk [8], describe a technique for calculating optimal task allocation
between human operators and automation in an Optionally Piloted Vehicle, building
upon earlier work by Kirlik [9]. While this work describes an ideal decision-making
policy, it does not focus on fitting a model to actual performance data. This paper
models both the optimal policy and compares that policy to how operators performed
experimentally, thus allowing an evaluation of actual operator performance. This
paper develops analytical models of the operators’ decisions and their probabilistic
dependencies.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a meaningful framework in which to
classify and describe ISR type scenarios and then model the decision-making process
of a human operating a UAV type vehicle in an ISR type mission. Because of the
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inherently complex and multi-dimensional nature of this goal, it is of paramount
importance to develop an operator decision modeling approach that is both rigorous
and analytically tractable, while at the same time being flexible, scalable and as widely
applicable as possible. Overall this thesis provides the following contributions to the
field: 1) an understanding and description ISR type scenarios in terms of their most
important environmental variables 2) empirical insight into how humans interact with
the associated systems, 3) a formal evaluation of analytical techniques for modeling
individual operator decisions, predicting both an “average” and “uncertainty”, and 4)
an understanding, via binning of data, of how results from similar, but not identical
scenarios should be interpreted, and 5) a step in the direction of understanding how to
integrate individual operator decisions with vehicle dynamic models into a predictive
modeling architecture for complex missions with humans in the loop.
This thesis presents three previously published papers of which Jesse Veverka
was the lead author and Professor Mark Campbell was the co-author. This first paper,
entitled, “Experimental Study of Information Load on Operators of Semi-Autonomous
Systems” presented a set of experimental results studying the relationship between
Human in the Loop performance and user workload in the RoboFlag test-bed. The
second paper, entitled “Modeling Tradeoffs in Decisions by Operators Controlling
Autonomous Vehicles” presents the results of two decision-making experiments and
two operator decision models for an Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR) type mission. The final paper, entitled “Operator Decision Modeling for
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Type Scenarios with a Time Dependent
Information Function” presents the results of two operator decision-making
simulations and two model for a simplified Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance type mission utilizing a time dependent information function for
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target identification. Finally a conclusion, summarizing the results of each paper and
the contributions to the field of the thesis as a whole is presented.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF INFORMATION LOAD ON OPERATORS OF
SEMI-AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS1

Abstract
A set of experimental results studying the relationship between Human in the
Loop performance and user workload in the RoboFlag test environment is presented,
with accompanying analysis and conclusions. RoboFlag is an experimental
hardware/software test-bed with two teams of 2-6 semi-autonomous vehicles each
with Human in the Loop oversight (one or more human operators per team) designed
to play games structured around the rules of “Capture the Flag”. RoboFlag utilizes
small robots based on Cornell University’s award winning RoboCup hardware. The
objective of RoboFlag is to locate and capture a “flag” by venturing into enemy
territory and return the flag to home base without having robots “tagged”. Human
operators have varying degrees of control over the robots ranging from direct
“joystick” control to complete reliance on automation. Operators played a series of
games to evaluate performance as a function of information load (speed and number of
vehicles). Results showed a positive relationship between game speed and total score.
In addition operators reported using more automation as number of robots increased
but trusting automation less as game speed increased.

1

Jesse Veverka and Mark Campbell, presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
conference, Austin, TX, August 2003.
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Introduction
Systems of multiple semi-autonomous vehicles have many current and
potential applications, including farming (tractors), air traffic control (commercial
aircraft), transportation (automobiles on highways), medicinal (environmental and
food safety), and defense (troops, tanks, and uninhabited aerial vehicles) [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [17]. In many cases it is desirable or even necessary to have a human
operator with control of certain functions of the system as a whole, or vehicles
individually. As a result, the research area of human interaction with automated
systems is expanding with focus on more complex and dangerous systems.16 In order
do so, an interdisciplinary approach involving the fields of cognitive science,
psychology and computer science in addition to more traditional engineering fields is
required.
A particularly interesting and challenging application of systems of multiple
semi-autonomous vehicles involves the use of Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s)
in battlefield scenarios for reconnaissance and/or prosecution of high profile/high risk
or mobile targets [16]. A good example of cutting edge research in this area is
DARPA’s Mixed Initiative Control of Automata-Teams (MICA) program whose
objective is to investigate the problem of designing and controlling semi-autonomous
systems of N human operators controlling M UAV’s where M>>N [6]. Unlike the
large teams of operators currently required to operate and monitor vehicles such as
today’s Predator or Global Hawk, battlefield scenarios of the future will involve single
operators operating many UAV’s in real time. Such applications make the need for
efficient interfaces, a detailed understanding of the limits of human cognitive ability
and good overall system integration apparent.
Most current cognitive engineering work related to semi-autonomous systems
(such as air traffic control) has focused on narrowed scope problems. For instance,
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understanding the effects of situation awareness, training and graphical user interface
command design on these types of systems requires the problem to be sufficiently
focused in order to model the effect and/or gain insight [7], [8], [9]. These models can
be quite good, but integrating many of these models into a cognitive model of the
human operator is far from an end result [10]. As an example, it intuitively makes
sense that situation awareness and performance in air traffic control is worse for small
numbers and large numbers of vehicles; but the interdependence and modeling of
these effects is quite difficult.
The objective of this work is to use a simplified test-bed for semi-autonomous
systems in order to evaluate the effects of information load on operators. RoboFlag is
an experimental hardware/software test-bed with two teams of 2-6 semi-autonomous
vehicles with Human in the Loop oversight (one or more human operators per team)
designed to play games with rules similar to “Capture the Flag” [11], [12]. Human
operators have varying degrees of control over the robots on their team ranging from
direct “joystick” control to total reliance on automation.
Operators played a series of games to evaluate several performance measures
as a function of information load (speed and number of vehicles). Data were taken
based on single and dual operators. Specific questions to be answered by this work
are:

1. What insight can be gained with regard to the relationship between
cognitive workload and Human in the Loop performance in the
RoboFlag game?
2. How do performance and the use of automation change as the number
of vehicles increases?
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3. What are the effects, if any, on performance and strategy of two
operators versus one?

The answer to each of these will be approached in a somewhat qualitative way
by drawing conclusions from the experimental results. Obviously, this method can be
limiting; but it provides a good first step to achieving simplified generic information
for operator based semi-autonomous systems and insight into experimental
refinement.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, a full description of the RoboFlag
game is given. Second a description of the experiment, consisting of two phases.
Finally, the paper concludes with experimental results and a discussion of future work.

RoboFlag Description
The RoboFlag test-bed has an interdisciplinary team of researchers
investigating solutions to the MICA series of challenge problems. The test-bed allows
for the investigation of human interaction with multiple autonomous vehicles in a realtime, hardware-integrated, strategic environment (see Figure 1). RoboFlag’s hardware
is similar to that used by RoboCup, Cornell’s championship winning, fully
autonomous robotic soccer game.
The game consists of two teams: Red and Blue (Team 1, Team 2). Each team
has the same goal: infiltrate the other team’s territory, capture that team’s flag and
successfully return it to the infiltrator’s home zone while protecting their own flag
from the adversary. Robots in the opposing team’s territory may be “tagged,” or
temporarily sent back to their home zone if they come in contact with an opponent
robot. Each team earns points for certain activities. A team’s score is the primary
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metric for measuring that team’s performance. An autonomous “Arbiter” handles
score keeping [15].
Each team is controlled by one (or more) human operator(s) through a
graphical user interface (GUI). Although robots on each team can operate completely
autonomously, the human operator has the ability to choose strategy, specific
automations and even execute “joystick” (mouse) control of individual robots. The
current version of RoboFlag has automated obstacle avoidance (including automatic
avoidance of a friendly Defense Zone, defined below). In addition the user has the
choice of invoking the following automations/settings at any time:

Stream: Determines type of obstacle avoidance -standard, stream, or motion
(heavier fuel use).
Stop: Stops motion/current automation.
Chaser: Chases adversary robot.
Circle Def:

Defends home Defense Zone, prevents enemy robots from

entering.
Circle Of: Reconnoiters and enters enemy Defense Zone, captures and returns
flag.
Init Deploy: Deploys robots to an initial strategic position.
Rush & Stay: Robots rush enemy Defense Zone and stay inside, awaiting
further command.
Patrol Border: Robots patrol a line along the border, block or tag enemies.
Tease: Tease and distract enemy robots.

At all times the user can gain control over any robot simply by selecting that
robot with the mouse and then assigning a new automation or destination. If a robot
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running an automation is temporarily directed elsewhere by the user, it will, after
reaching its new destination, revert to its activity previous to the Human in the Loop
input. A user may also select and command multiple robots at a time by dragging a
box over them using the cursor.
The RoboFlag playing field (Figure 1 and Figure 2) consists of a physical 4.0 x
6.0 meter carpeted area. The field is divided in half with one half assigned to each
team. Each half consists of three zones: the quarter circular Home Zone, the circular
Defense Zone and the remaining Attack Zone. There is an (x,y) coordinate system
associated with the playing field with (0,0) at the center. The coordinate system is not
absolute, but relative to each team.
Each robot can occupy one of four states: Active (normal operating state),
Flagged (in possession of opponents flag), Tagged (robot has performed an illegal
move and must be temporarily returned to the Home Zone), and Inactive (robot has
entered its own Defense Zone, made contact with an obstacle or run out of fuel).
Flagged robots become Active when they successfully return a flag to the Home Zone.
Tagged robots are seized by the Arbiter and driven back to the Home Zone at 0.1 m/s
whereupon they become Active. Inactive robots become stationary for the remainder
of the game.
Capturing an opponent’s flag earns five points, successfully bringing that flag
home earns an additional 25 points and tagging an enemy robot earns one point.
Points are also awarded if an enemy robot becomes Inactive or is Tagged by Arbiter
(runs into a Tagged robot).
A software simulator has been developed (including a physics simulator) and is
useful for testing, design and experimentation in situations requiring large numbers of
games. Accordingly most games in this experiment were conducted on the simulator.
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A small set of games with two and four robot scenarios were played on the hardware
and compared with results from analogous games on the software simulator.
Finally a logger program was written to log position, orientation, fuel, and
operating status for each robot as well as score history at a rate of 30 frames per
second. In addition operator inputs through the GUI (mouse and button clicks and
selected automation) are recorded as they occur.

Figure 1: Photo of the actual RoboFlag testbed.
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Figure 2: Four screen shots of the RoboFlag game.

Experimental Motivation and Setup
As part of the MICA initiative, a series of RoboFlag games using a GUI
designed by students at Cornell University and the California Institute of Technology
was played over the summer of 2002. The students also designed a set of automated
strategies (described above) that were integrated with the GUI [14]. In September of
2002, a subset of these automations, along with an improved GUI and technologies
such as a streamline obstacle avoidance algorithm, were used in the first round of
DARPA MICA RoboFlag competitions [13], [20]. Participants included two end
users from the Iowa Air National Guard. Games played included two, four and six
robots per a team with one and two human operators (sharing a GUI). During the
games operator interface interaction was explored by interviewing players to
determine their use of automations, trust of those automations, situation awareness,
frustration and general interaction with the system.
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Several interesting trends were noticed during these games. First, for games
with six on six robots, users reported using significantly different strategies than when
they played games with two on two robots. There were also differences in strategy
observed during games with two versus two human operators rather than one versus
one. With these observations as a motivator, a set of experiments was designed to
investigate the relationship between user workload/situation awareness and overall
level of performance for RoboFlag type systems (i.e. semi-autonomous control of
multiple vehicles). Offloading of tasks to increasing levels of automation was also to
be investigated. The experiment was designed in two progressive phases with related
goals.
The goal of Phase I was to investigate the relationship between number of
vehicles and game speed with regard to certain performance measures such as total
score and the operator’s situation awareness. The data collected was then to be
analyzed 1) for any apparent trends between performance and workload, 2) to provide
valuable insight for further refinement of experimental parameters and technique, and
3) to gain useful user feedback for further design and improvement of the RoboFlag
test-bed.
The goal of Phase II was to focus on a narrowed set of parameters (number of
robots) as it related to total score and use of automation. In addition the relationship
between one and two human operators per a team (on both hardware and software)
was to be studied.
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Phase I
Phase I of the experiment consisted of ten sets of games. Each set contained
12 games of 400 game seconds (approximately 10 minutes) each. Nine of the ten
games sets varied two parameters with one versus one human operator (See Table 1).

Table 1 : Phase I Experimental Parameters
2 Robots 4 Robots 6 Robots
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
0.25 m/s
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
0.50 m/s
Set 7
Set 8
Set 9
0.75 m/s
Each set contains 12 games

0.50 m/s

6 Robots (2v2 Operator)
Set 10
Set 10 contained 8 games

Game Parameters
Game speed and number of robots per a team were varied. Game speed was
chosen so as to be correlated with increasing levels of user workload. Game speed
was varied between three values: 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 m/s. Number of robots per team
was chosen as a second parameter correlated with an increase in cognitive workload.
Number of robots was varied between three values: two, four, and six per side.

Performance Measures
Game performance, user workload and situation awareness were assessed
using both quantitative and qualitative methods. Surveys were used (TLX and SART)
to qualitatively measure user’s situation awareness, frustration level and cognitive
workload [18], [19]. Users were also given an opened-ended questionnaire section for
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comments that allowed them to describe in their own words their experience after each
game set.

Timeline and Procedure
Each game set contained 12 individual ten-minute games, with three occurring
in parallel, or 40 total minutes of game play. Two game sets were run per testing day.
This required six total days of data collection. The logger recorded data from each
game. A total of 116 log files were generated.

Participants played a game set and

completed a TLX and SART survey at the end of each game set. After taking a 15minute break they played the next game set. Phase I data collection was completed by
December 16th, 2002.

Phase I – Results
Quantitative Results
Logger data was first examined for trends in total score. The table below
(Table 2) shows mean and standard deviation for total score for each game set.

Table 2 : Final scores by game set.
Total Score Mean and Stdev by game:
2 Robots 4 Robots 6 Robots 6 Robot*
Mean
341
214
238
0.25 m/s
Stdev
71
115
88
Mean
532
434
469
643
0.5 m/s
Stdev 238
169
242
128
862
763
0.75 m/s Mean 796
Stdev 266
376
388
* Two on two operators
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Score data was plotted in several ways: to examine score versus speed for two,
four and six robots (Figure 3) score versus speed for six on six robots (one and two
players per team, Figure 4) and average total score versus time for six on six robots
with one versus two players per team (Figure 5).
Total Score (Mean +/- Stdev)
1400
1200

Total Score

1000
2 Robots

800

4 Robots
600

6 Robots

400
200
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Game Speed

Figure 3 : Total Score as a function of game speed and number of robots.
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Total Score (6v6 only) (Mean +/- Stdev)
1400
1200

Total Score

1000
1p

800

1p
2p

600

1p

400
200
0
0
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0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Game Speed

Figure 4 : Total score as a function of game speed and number of operators.

Total Score 6R0.50 (+/- Stdev)
900
800
700
Score

600
500

2P
1P

400
300
200
100
0
0
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100

150 200 250 300
Time (Game Seconds)

350

400

Figure 5 : Total score vs. time for one and two players per team (6 robots, 0.50 m/s).
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Survey Results
After each game set operators were given both a NASA TLX and a SART
survey.

The TLX consists of six fields, Mental Demand, Performance, Physical

Demand, Effort, Temporal Demand and Frustration that operators are asked to rate
themselves on from a scale of zero to 100. Results from the TLX survey were
averaged into a single composite score (with Performance omitted due to confusion on
the part of participants).

Each value was given equal weighting with results

representing a qualitative measure of overall cognitive workload (Figure 6).

TLX Composite (+/- Stdev)
100
90

Score (0-100)

80
70

2R

60

4R

50

6R

40

6R2P

30
20
10
0
0.25

0.5

0.75

Game Speed

Figure 6 : TLX Composite Score as a function of game speed and number of robots.

The SART survey, which consisted of four fields (Demands on Attentional
Resources, Supply of Attentional Resources, Understanding of the Situation and
Overall Situation Awareness) was used as a qualitative measure of operators Situation
Awareness during the game. Users were asked to rate themselves on a scale of one to
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seven in each respective field after a game set. Figure 7, below, shows the average
Overall Situation Awareness during each game set.

SART Overall SA (+/- Stdev)
7
6

Value (0-7)

5
2R
4

4R

3

6R
6R2P

2
1
0
0.25

0.5

0.75

Game Speed

Figure 7: Overall Situation Awareness as a function of game speed and number of
robots.
In addition to the survey results, there were several interesting trends in the
comments that users made regarding the various game sets:
1. In general users reported “micro-managing” robots in 2v2 games much more
than in 6v6.

Most users attributed this difference to the relatively higher

“value” that each robot commands in 2v2 scenarios.

(Loosing a robot is

relatively a much larger penalty, thus users spend more time ensuring robots
are not tagged or do not become Inactive).
2. As game speed increased operators complained of more lag, uncertainty, and
poorer performance by the built in obstacle avoidance.

As a result they

reported using relatively less automation than in slower equivalent scenarios.
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3. Operators reported a significant “learning curve” effect with the various
automations. Many users seemed to have a difficult time learning the exact
behavior of the automations and reported more uncertainty as game speed
increased.

Phase II
Phase II involved playing a new series of games and included an updated
version of the RoboFlag software with several new levels of automation in addition to
those used in Phase I (see Table 3).

Table 3: hase II Experiment Parameters.
2 Robots
4 Robots 6 Robots
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Each set contains 12 games

1 Player
2 Player
3 Player

Notes:

Game speed fixed at 0.50 m/s
Individual game length: 10 min

Game Parameters
Unlike Phase I, game speed was held constant at 0.50 m/s. For games played
on the simulator number of robots per team was varied between two, four and six and
number of players per side was varied from one to two. For games played on the
hardware number of robots was varied from two to four and number of players per
side was held constant at two.
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Performance Measures
Performance measures were identical to those in phase I with the noted
exception that the SART and TLX surveys were omitted. In addition because of the
capabilities of the new logger automation employed as a function of game time was
measured. Also user participation as measured through total mouse clicks inputted
into the GUI during a game was examined.

Timeline and Procedure
The procedure remained similar to that of Phase I. However Phase II consisted
of two groups of players with two persons per group. The subjects were drawn from
the participants in the initial set of games, thus mitigating any learning curve affects
on strategy or performance. Data collection was completed by May 30th, 2003.
Several problems encountered in the first game set were addressed. A game
length timer was built into the software so that game length could be consistently
enforced (Phase I game length was manually enforced). An improved logger was used
to make data acquisition, manipulation and analysis faster, simpler and more
transparent.

Better planning and experimental design were utilized and identical

CPU’s were used to eliminate variation due to processor speed.

Phase II-Results
Logger data was first examined for trends in total score and these numbers
were compared to results from respective scenarios in Phase I. The table below
(Table 4) shows mean and standard deviation for total score for each game set (300
game seconds in length).
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Table 4 : Comparison of Total Score
Comparison of Total Score at 0.50 m/s
Game II Mean
Stdev
Game I Mean
Stdev

2 Robots
483
154
399

4 Robots
381
110
325

6 Robots
386
76
351

178

126

181

As can be seen from the table above scores were higher in the second set of
games for the same respective conditions when compared to the first set of games
(Figure 3). This trend continued when the number of robots was varied as illustrated
in Figure 8 below.
The average number of GUI clicks increased as number of robots increased
(Figure 9), with an average increase of 12.6% per an increase of two robots suggesting
that although increased robots required more user oversight users relied heavily on the
use of more automation.

Game II vs. Game I (0.50 m/s)
700
600

Total Score

500
Game I

400

Game II

300
200
100
0
2

4

6

Number of Robots

Figure 8: Total score in Phase II Vs. Phase I as a function of number of robots.
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GUI Input Vs. Number of Robots
350
300

Clicks

250
200
Clicks
150
100
50
0
2

4

6

Number of Robots

Figure 9 : GUI input and number of robots.

Automation Employed vs. Number of Robots
50%
45%
Percent of Time in Use

40%

Manual

35%

Circ. Off.

30%

Guard

25%

Patrol

20%

L. Fuel Go Home

15%

All Others

10%
5%
0%
2

4

6

Num ber of Robots

Figure 10: Automation employed versus number of robots at 0.50 m/s for one-versusone operator games.
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Finally, utilizing the abilities of the new logger, data was analyzed to examine
which automations were employed as a percentage of game time for each of the
games. Results are summarized in

Figure 10, above.

As can be seen, as number of robots increased manual

control decreased, defensive plays were utilized more often and sending robots home
automatically when fuel was low occurred more frequently.
Overall a number of trends were noticed in the second set of games. Phase II
games saw an increased in total average score of 16% over those in Phase I. As
number of robots increased manual control decreased and more defensive plays were
used.

However, users reported continued problems with obstacle avoidance.

In

addition, users stated that the ability to tweak parameters, customize and script plays
would be very desirable.

Quantitative Results - Two vs. Two Human Players
Logger data was examined for trends in total score. Figure 11 shows mean and
standard deviation for total score for each game set played on the simulator (300 game
seconds in length). Data from the two vs. two six-robot game at 0.50 m/s from the
first set of games is included for comparison.
In addition to data collected on software two and four robot scenarios at 0.50
m/s a second with two vs. two human operators were investigated on the hardware (the
six robot scenario was omitted due to mechanical difficulties with the system). The
tendency for score to decrease as number of robots increases can be observed in both
the hardware and software scenarios. However it is important to note that in the case
of hardware, total score is significantly less in both cases (Figure 12).

This is

attributed to technical difficulties encountered during the hardware sessions such as
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overhead vision drop out and stuck robots (due to mechanical problems) that made
robots unusable for certain portions of the game. User input as measured by clicks in
the GUI was also analyzed for both software and hardware games (Figure 13). Results
are comparable to those from the one on one scenario above, again values for
hardware being less then those for software. This is attributed to increased down time
(and thus less required input) due to technical problems mentioned previously.
Finally, for the software case, automation employed as a percentage of game
time was also examined. (It should be noted that this was not possible in the hardware
case because of certain constraints in the design of the logger software). As with the
one on one case, as number of robots increased, manual control decreased. However, as
can be seen in Figure 14, the only automation to see a significant increase in use was
Guard Position.
Two Vs. Two Human Operators at 0.50 m/s
800
700

Total Score

600
500
Phase II

400

Phase I

300
200
100
0
2

4

6

Number of Robots

Figure 11: Two player total score as a function of the number of robots for Phase I and
Phase II.
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Two Player - Software Vs. Hardware
800
700

Total Score

600
500
Software

400

Hardware

300
200
100
0
2

4

6

Number of Robots

Figure 12: Total Score for two vs. two players as a function of software and hardware
implementation.
GUI Input Vs. Number of Robots
500
450
400
350
Clicks

300
Software

250

Hardware

200
150
100
50
0
2

4

6

Number of Robots

Figure 13: GUI input for two vs. two players as a function of software and hardware
implementation.
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Automation Employed vs. Number of Robots
100%
90%
Percent of Time in Use

80%
70%

Manual

60%

Guard

50%

Circ. Off.

40%

All Others

30%
20%
10%
0%
2

4

6

Num ber of Robots

Figure 14: Automation employed as a function of the number of robots for two vs. two
play. Summary of Results
This study sheds light on the answers to the questions posed previously in the
introduction. Based on the results from Phase I and II the following summary has
been made:
•

Operators “micro-managed” robots more heavily when controlling a smaller
number; they relied more on automation as number of robots increased.

•

Increasing number of robots was not correlated with a higher score but
rather a focus on defensive strategies.

•

Increased GUI clicks were correlated with an increase in robots, but only to
a modest extent.

•

Increased game speed was correlated with an increase in score despite
operators complaining of more distrust in the automations and a tendency to
use relatively more manual control when possible.
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•

Cognitive workload remained relatively level as game speed increased, but
rose slightly as number of robots increased.

•

When automation was improved (Phase II) operators were able to score
higher holding other conditions constant.

•

Adding an additional human player always increased total score and
allowed for less reliance on automation.

•

Hardware implementation generated similar results after consideration of
poorer performance due to technical problems.

Conclusions
Accordingly the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the design of
similar systems of semi-autonomous vehicles and their application to the DARPA
MICA challenge problem.
•

As the number of vehicles controlled by an operator increases offloading
tasks to automation becomes highly important. However, poor automation
design can and will lead to little or no increase in operator performance.
Additionally defensive strategies become more important suggesting that
automation of this aspect is a priority.

•

Because GUI input and subjective cognitive workload increase only slightly
as number of robots increase, it appears users try to maximize their
participation with the system at all times. This suggests issues relating to
insufficient situation awareness due to lack of stimulus are minor.

•

Improved automation did result in higher end performance underscoring the
importance of this aspect of system design.
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•

Adding operators always improved team performance thus suggesting a
method for increasing general system performance independent of
automation.

•

Results from hardware implementation serve as a reminder of the
importance of testing on physical systems in order to capture all aspects of
system integration.

Developing efficient methods of human oversight and control of systems of
multiple autonomous vehicles is particularly important in high risk, information
intensive areas such as battlefield reconnaissance and target prosecution.

A full

understanding of human cognitive limits and useful interface design is necessary for
developing complete, hardware integrated systems. RoboFlag offers an excellent
platform to study these issues by providing a real-time, Human in the Loop
environment with actual hardware integration and easy scenario generation with a
flexible rule structure.
Future Work
Future work on interface design and constraints on human cognition as it
relates to the MICA initiative will involve developing more detailed test data that can
be used to form guidelines for efficient, scalable interface design to attack the more
general case of M>>N UAVs in a real world scenario. Interface and automation
design can be improved in order to increase performance metrics in simulated games.
In addition, work based on concepts developed earlier by Kirlick in modeling optimal
decision making and strategy formulation using Markov Decision Processes will be
investigated using MATLAB™[9]. This will facilitate the construction of more
efficient automations resulting in greater task offloading by the end user thus freeing
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cognitive and attentional resources for the management of a greater number of
vehicles.
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CHAPTER 3

MODELLING TRADEOFFS IN DECISIONS BY OPERATORS CONTROLLING
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES2

Abstract
This paper presents the results of two decision-making experiments and two
operator decision models for an Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)
type mission. The first experiment presented operators with a binary decision choice:
which of two sites to task a vehicle to explore first? A priori information of target
placement and probabilistic measurement of target type were presented to the users to
aid in their decisions. The first experiment used 25 possible scenarios, each of which
included enough trials to allow a formal statistical model to be derived. The
distribution of operator decision data was modeled with a binomial distribution as a
function of environmental variables. An optimal decision-making policy was also
prescribed for all scenarios. Results show good agreement between operator data and
the optimal decision-making policy in most scenarios, except when the relative utility
between the choices was similar. Lower order probabilistic models using conditional
probabilities and Gaussian random variables are also derived; results show a strong
ability to use lower order models for operator decisions. The second experiment
presented operators with the same binary decision, but from a more general choice of
90 possible scenarios. This allows the evaluation of the probabilistic model as data
becomes sparse. Operator data from the second experiment was successfully binned

2

Jesse Veverka and Mark Campbell, Submitted to the IEEE Journal of Systems, Man and Cybernetics,
Part A, June 2006.
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and compared to the results of first experiment, demonstrating consistent operator
decision-making between experiments.

Introduction
As technical systems grow, more complex human interaction with those
systems becomes an increasingly important factor in determining their overall
effectiveness and design. Interaction of operators with many heterogeneous assets is a
key linkage in their eventual success in all types of defense missions [1]. Systems of
multiple semi-autonomous vehicles, such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) with
a human operator overseeing the group, are a particularly interesting and challenging
example [2]. Although many low and mid-level functions such as rudder control and
path planning may be handled autonomously, mission critical elements such as target
selection and weapons deployment are likely to be commanded by a human operator.
Accordingly, total system performance is the culmination of both that of the
automation and its human controller. A salient question thus becomes: How best
should the human element be integrated with such a system? It is purported here that
the ability to model operator decisions in such systems, even in an approximate
manner, could lead to more efficient, better performing systems.
Although challenging, the rewards of developing a model of operator decisionmaking in such a system could be tremendous. In addition to the study of networked
UAV’s favored by the Department of Defense [1], this field has many relevant
applications to peaceable areas. For example, UAV’s are already being used
successfully by InSitu, a small UAV manufacturer, for climate and weather
monitoring and wildlife tracking (sea and land) [3]. Human operator modeling is
especially vital to the development of semi or fully autonomous motor vehicles whose
promise in terms of reduced loss of life and personal and property injury are enormous
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[6].

Robots using Human in the Loop (HITL) oversight are also applicable to

activities ranging from the exotic, such as hazardous chemical processing, space
exploration and surveillance, to the mundane, such as cleaning public parks, mining,
and farming [4],[5]. Principles gained from this study may also be applicable to
medicine through nanotechnology and mechanical manipulators. Finally a model of
such systems could be useful in developing an adaptive tasking approach [7],
considered one of the most promising interactive approaches between operators and
complex systems.
A particularly interesting application of semi-autonomous systems is an
Intelligence, Reconnaissance and Surveillance (ISR) type mission for networked
UAV’s, as they will be one of the early practical applications of this technology,
eventually building towards concepts such as wide area searches, precision location
and identification, and urban military support. The authors previously studied the
effect of information load on operators of such systems using the RoboFlag testbed at
Cornell University [8],[9]. RoboFlag is an experimental hardware/software testbed
with two teams of semi-autonomous vehicles each with HITL oversight designed to
play games structured around the rules of “Capture the Flag” [10],[11]. The game
includes several typical ISR type missions, such as searching for flag locations and
adversary positions, and cooperatively sharing critical information. A set of
experimental results studying the relationship between HITL performance and
operator workload were presented by the authors [8]. Results showed that operators
reported using more automation as the number of robots increased, but trusted
automation less as game speed increased. The AFRL/HE group has also implemented
a series of HITL studies using RoboFlag [12],[13],[14]. The work has focused
primarily on the evaluation of different control architectures available to operators,
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various levels of automation, and the quality of operator decision-making and how it
relates to RoboFlag game outcomes.
Past work, related specifically to operator modeling in ISR and similar type
missions, has focused on prescribing an optimal decision-making policy. Miller,
Goldman and Funk [15], describe a technique for calculating optimal task allocation
between human operators and automation in an Optionally Piloted Vehicle, building
upon earlier work by Kirlik [16]. While this work describes an ideal decision-making
policy, it does not focus on fitting a model to actual performance data. This paper
models both the optimal policy and compares that policy to how operators performed
experimentally, thus allowing an evaluation of actual operator performance. This
paper develops analytical models of the operators’ decisions and their probabilistic
dependencies.
The objective of this work is to model the decision-making process of a human
operating a UAV type vehicle in an ISR type mission. Because of the inherently
complex and multi-dimensional nature of this goal, it is of paramount importance to
develop an operator decision modeling approach that is both rigorous and analytically
tractable, while at the same time being flexible, scalable and as widely applicable as
possible. Decision modeling is developed here using formal statistical tools. The base
model is a probability mass fit to the data, which captures the statistics of narrow
scenarios. Each of these statistical fits can then be used in a conditional probability
distribution as a function of dependent environmental variables. These dependent
variables are typically the most influential in the operators’ decision; dependency for
all other minor variables is wrapped into an uncertainty term for the given decision. A
second type of conditional probability decision model is also explored using Gaussian
random variables; this enables a lower order, analytical model to be used. In addition,
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two different experiments are used in order to understand the impact of sparse datasets
on the distribution fits.
The proposed modeling approach allows designers to: 1) gain empirical insight
into how humans interact with these systems, 2) formally evaluate analytical
techniques for modeling individual operator decisions, predicting both an “average”
and “uncertainty”, and 3) integrate individual operator decisions with vehicle dynamic
models into a predictive modeling architecture for complex missions with humans in
the loop, which would be invaluable for future development of such systems. An
additional benefit in utilizing this approach is the evaluation of decision quality and its
disassociation with mission effectiveness. The argument for this approach is relatively
recent, but examples supporting the extrication are replete in historical accounts of
everything from battle management to chess [17].
This paper is outlined as follows: First a description of the experimental design
and approach is given. Next, the distribution fits to the experiment data are developed.
The experimental results are then given for two examples: 1) a controlled set of
experiments with 25 scenarios and sufficient data for a complete statistical analysis,
and 2) a more general set of experiments with 90 scenarios; data binning is developed
and compared with (1). Finally, formal conditional probability decision models are
defined, fit with the operator data, and evaluated.

Experimental Design and Description
Because of the potential expanse of the general study of decision-making in
ISR type missions, it is hypothesized that focusing on a simplified, narrowed scope
scenario that can later be enriched is the best course of action. Using the MATLAB®
environment, a simplified decision-making scenario involving an ISR type mission
with a single UAV was developed in order to collect operator decision-making data
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from two independent experiments. Decision-making was constrained to a binary
(A/B) decision and vehicle dynamics and path planning were abstracted away. The
scenario was designed to have a well-defined optimal decision policy to which
operator data could be compared.

General Overview
The experiment was designed to model a simple reconnaissance scenario
involving HITL navigational control of a single UAV charged with identifying two
enemy targets on a map of a simulated battlefield. Targets can be either low-value
installations or high-value Surface to Air Missile (SAM) sites. Initial reconnaissance
has provided a priori information including 1) location of entities (a distance R(.) away)
and 2) an estimate of probability of being a high-value SAM, PSAM(.). Based on this
information, operators then must decide which target to identify first. Operators were
guided by a user’s manual indicating that early target identification, and identification
of high value SAM sites results in a greater reward. Total mission time was equal for
all scenarios.
Relevant components of the program are thus 1) the interface, 2) the map and
options and 3) the scoring algorithm. Operator decision-making time was assumed to
be a small fraction of mission time. Accordingly it was not measured nor analyzed.
The simulation proceeds by presenting each operator with a succession of n scenarios
randomly selected for each operator. Decision data, scoring and game variables were
saved to a data file after each set of n scenarios.

Graphical User Interface
Operators interact with the scenario through a simple Graphical User Interface
(GUI), shown in Figure 15. After the scenario initializes, operators view the initial
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reconnaissance data (location and estimated probability of SAM for each target) and
then choose the first target to identify by clicking near the target. After specifying this
target through the GUI, the scenario executes and the UAV proceeds to the first target,
identifies it and then proceeds to the second. In this way, by choosing the initial
target, an operator uniquely determines the UAV’s flight path. Targets are represented
as circles while the friendly UAV is represented as a triangle.
Please click on the Entity you want to Recon First

0.5
0.4
0.3
__P(SAM)=10%
0.2

__P(SAM)=90%

0.1
0
−0.5

0

0.5

Figure 15: Screen capture of the Experiment 1 GUI, note the 1:1 aspect ratio.
Maps and Options
The experiment was designed to present operators with various possible sets of
probability/placement combinations.

The two most influential environmental

variables are 1) the probability of each target being a SAM, and 2) target placement.
The probability of the two targets being a SAM, PSAMi, are selected from a given set,
PSAM, and normalized.

⎡ PSAM 1i ⎤
PSAM i = ⎢
⎥ ∈ P SAM
⎣ PSAM 2i ⎦
where i indicates the ith entry in the set PSAM, and

(1)

PSAM 1i + PSAM 2i = 1 .

Target placement for the scenario is represented in Figure 16. Total mission
time was kept equal for all scenarios necessitating that total distance traveled remained
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constant.

Accordingly, the target placement, Rj, is selected from the set R and

normalized:

⎡ R1 j ⎤
⎢ ⎥
R j = ⎢ R2 j ⎥ ∈ ℜ
⎢δR j ⎥
⎣ ⎦

(2)

R1 j + R2 j + δR j = 1

t2

δR
t1
R2
R1

R1+R2+δR=1

Figure 16: Target Placement Geometry.

Scoring Algorithm
After each scenario is run, a score is generated to indicate mission performance
during that scenario and is presented to the operator. The scoring algorithm was
devised to reward early SAM identification. Expedient identification of targets was
also a mission priority. Operators were given the following written description
regarding scoring:
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“As a potential operator you are to select which target to send the vehicle to
recon first. Scoring is such that early target identification is favored and identification
of a SAM results in a greater reward than that of a non-SAM. Total mission time is
equal for all scenarios.”
By design, the instructions were not overly specific regarding the details of
scoring in order to reflect that many real-world missions may place a priority on a
particular aspect of the mission without being able to precisely quantify the value of
that aspect. Based on the normalized mission profile, the following equation is used to
score each selection:

S 1 j = s t1 (1 − R1 j ) + s t 2 (1 − R1 j − δR j ),

" choose t1 first"

S 2 j = s t 2 (1 − R 2 j ) + s t1 (1 − R 2 j − δR j ),

" choose t 2 first"

where st1, st2 are base scores for the target type with:
⎧ 10
s t1 = ⎨
⎩10α s

if

t1 ≠ SAM
t1 = SAM

⎧ 10
st 2 = ⎨
⎩10α s

if

t2 ≠ SAM
t2 = SAM

and where αs is a scoring ratio.
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(3)

Graphical Operator Decision Model, Optimal Decision-making, and Data Analysis
A graphical model representing the decision-making process is created in order
to analyze both the optimal decision-making policy and the operator decisions (Figure
17). Targets t1 and t2 are discrete variables and can take on two different types (SAM
and non-SAM).

Two environmental variables are defined,

∆R and ∆P, as the

parameters that influence operator decisions the most. The parameters ∆R and ∆P can
take on nr and np values respectively, resulting in nrxnp possible differential scores, ∆S,
affecting user decision-making D.
For the jth location (from the set of nr locations) and the ith probability
combination (from the set of np probabilities) these parameters take on the values:
∆R j = R1 j − R2 j

(4)

∆Pi = PSAM 1i − PSAM 2i
∆S ij = E[ S1 j ]i − E[ S 2 j ]i
target
type (2)

relative
range (nR)

t1

∆R

t2
∆P

relative
probability (nP)

known transition

∆S

D

true
score (nRxnP)

operator
decision (2)

Figure 17: The graphical model of the operator decision policy.
Optimal Decision-making Policy
Given the scoring algorithm in (3) and the binary decision, it is possible to
prescribe an optimal decision-making policy for all cases.

For each cell

(location/probability set combination), the expectation of the total score can be
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calculated for the two possible decisions: choose target t1 first or choose target t2 first.
The optimal policy is therefore the decision that results in the greater of the two
expected scores. The optimal decision, Dij*, for probability set i and map set j is:
⎧1
Dij* = ⎨
⎩2

if

Sij * = S1ij
.
Sij * = S 2ij

(5)

The optimal (best) mission is then given by

Sij * = max[ S1ij , S 2ij ]

where

S1ij = E[ S1 j ]i = E[ st1 ]i (1 − R1 j ) + E[ st 2 ]i (1 − R1 j − δR j )
S2ij = E[ S2 j ]i = E[ st 2 ]i (1 − R2 j ) + E[ st1 ]i (1 − R2 j − δR j )

.

(6)

E[ st1 ]i = 10α s ( PSAM 1i ) + 10(1 − PSAM 1i )
E[ st 2 ]i = 10α s ( PSAM 2i ) + 10(1 − PSAM 2i )
Cast in terms of the parameters of model of the true operator decision model
(Figure 17) the optimal decision policy can be written as:

⎧1
Dij* = ⎨
⎩2

if

E (∆Sij > 0 | ∆Rij , ∆Pij ) > 0
.
E (∆Sij > 0 | ∆Rij , ∆Pij ) < 0

(7)

Operator Data Analysis
In order to analyze the operator data, several metrics are used. To begin, note that
because of the problem set-up, many trials across multiple operators were run for each
range Rj and probability PSAMi pair. Denoting each range/probability pair as a “cell”,
the data from each cell can be analyzed statistically. Two statistics are used to analyze
the operator data: average score, and probability that the operator chose a particular
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target.
For each cell, the operator’s average expected score,

SO ( Dij ) ,

is given as:

n ij

∑ [S
S O ( Dij ) =

k ij

O

( Dij )]k ij

(8)

nij

where kij is the index for each trial, nij was the number of trials for each cell, and
⎧ E[ S 1 j ] i
S O ( Dij ) = ⎨
⎩ E[ S 2 j ] i

Dij = 1

if

Dij = 2

.

(9)

A second metric for each cell is the probability that an operator chose a
particular target. Denoting n1ij and n2ij as the number of trials that operators chose
target t1 or t2 respectively, the total number of trials n1ij+n2ij=nij. Modeling the binary
decision as a zero-one random variable, the probability that the operators chose t1 and
t2 is then

[ Pt1 ]ij = n1ij / nij
[ Pt2 ]ij = n2 ij / nij

.

(10)

In addition, a 95% confidence interval can be written for this random variable as
∆[ Pt1 ] ij =
∆[ Pt 2 ] ij =

2
n ij
2
nij

[ Pt1 ] ij (1 − [ Pt1 ] ij )

.
[ Pt 2 ] ij (1 − [ Pt 2 ] ij )

Note that because the decision is binary, the confidence intervals are the same,
∆[Pt1]ij=∆[Pt2]ij.
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(11)

Comparing Optimal and Operator Decisions
With an optimal decision defined (5) and the operator statistics defined (8, 10),
a statistical comparison between the two can be made for each cell. Further,
combining the statistics of each cell together forms an initial, albeit numerical,
operator decision model as a function of each i,j cell.
The statistics of the operator performance as compared to the optimal decision
can be modeled using a Binomial Distribution. Defining ksij as the number of
“successes” in nij trials, where success is defined as the case when the operator makes
the optimal choice, the error statistics of each cell can be modeled using the
probability mass function of a Binomial Random variable.

Pij = P (k sij ) =

nij !
(nij − k sij )!k sij !

pij

k sij

(1 − pij )

n ij − k sij

(12)

where 0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 is the probability that the operators choose the optimal decision and
nij is the number of trials for the i,j cell [19].
Using this distribution, the probability that operators make the optimal
decision for a given cell can be calculated using a maximum likelihood estimate (95%
confidence interval). The likelihood function is the conditional probability of ksij
successes given ksij and nij, and is a function of the unknown probability of success pij,

L[ Pij | nij , k sij ] =

nij !

k

(nij − ksij )!k sij !

pij sij (1 − pij )

n ij − k sij

.

(13)

Maximizing this function yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the operator’s
probability of making the optimal decision in a given scenario,

pˆ ij = max[ L[ Pij | nij , k sij ]] =
pij
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k sij
nij

.

(14)

Experiment 1 Results and Interpretation
Experiment 1: Experimental Set Up
Experiment 1 was a controlled experiment where a set of nr=5 maps (relative
location sets) and np=5 probabilities were used, to create 25 cells for experimentation.
These tests were designed in order to develop sufficient statistical evidence of the
decisions, and thereby understand the decision modeling process and how users were
making decisions. Selection criteria included both geometric arrangement and operator
performance during initial testing. The resulting map set was chosen to include both
challenging as well as straightforward scenarios. Figure 18 shows the nr=5 map sets
used for Experiment 1.

Figure 18: The five map sets, corresponding to Rj (j=1 to 5) are shown above. Note
the targets in Map 5 are nearly co-located.
The set of np probabilities and nr ranges are given as

P

SAM

⎡0 .9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1⎤
=⎢
⎥
⎣0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 ⎦

∆Pi ∈ [− 0.8 − 0.4 0 0.4 0.8]
⎡ 0.4341 0.3121 0.1834
ℜ = ⎢⎢0.2731 0.2668 0.3716
⎢⎣0.2935 0.4211 0.4452
∆R j ∈ [0.1610 0.0453 − 0.1882
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0.2303 0.4793⎤
0.2968 0.4918⎥⎥
0.4728 0.0294⎥⎦
− 0.0665 − 0.0125]

(15)

The simulator for Experiment 1 was completed and distributed to six operators
for testing. Operators were selected from a pool of graduate students in Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering at Cornell University. The group was composed of six
males aged 23 to 30 years.
The operators first completed one set of 25 trials (randomized order) for
training. Operators then completed 4 sets of 25 trials (one trial for each cell) resulting
in nij=24 trials (samples points) per cell. Cell order was pseudo-randomized between
the four sets of 25 trials, meaning operators each completed the same 100 trials (25
cells, 4 trials each); the order of the trials was randomized. An optimal decision policy
for each scenario, Dij* in (5) was devised, Figure 19.

Figure 19: Optimal decision-making policy, Dij*, for all 25 probability and map set
combinations as presented to operators in Experiment 1. Values of 1 imply choosing
target t1 for that particular cell, while values of 2 imply choosing target t2.
Experiment 1 Results
A plot of the estimated probability of the operator making the optimal decision
over all 25 cells (14) is shown in Figure 20. For each of the 25 cells, the operator’s
estimated probability of choosing the optimal decision,

p̂ij ,

is shown as a function of

∆Rj and ∆Pi. Notice that the operator data is in close agreement with the optimal
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policy ( p̂ij ≈ 1) in all cases except for those roughly along the diagonal. When ∆Rj <<0
and ∆Pi >>0, the operators performed nearly perfectly. In this case, target t1 is the
closer of the two targets and has the highest probability of being a SAM site. So both
environmental factors, ∆Rj and ∆Pi, drove the decision to choose t1. Similarly when
∆Rj >>0 and ∆Pi <<0 operators also performed very well because both environmental
factors, ∆Rj and ∆Pi, drove the decision to choose t2. However, when ∆Rj > 0 and ∆Pi
> 0 or ∆Rj < 0 and ∆Pi < 0 (i.e. the diagonal cells) operator performance was often
poor. This was because operators where unable correctly weigh the priority to be
given to ∆Rj and ∆Pi and thus unable to decisively choose between t1 and t2.

Probability of Operator Choosing the Optimal Decision

Probability

0.9
1

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.5

0.2
0.4
0
−0.3

0.3
−0.2
−0.1

−0.8
−0.4

0
∆R

Figure 20:

p̂ij from

0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.4
0.2

0.8

∆P

(14) vs. ∆Rj vs. ∆Pi was plotted, providing a tabular model of
operator decision-making.

Data was further analyzed by plotting the probability operators made the
optimal decision,

p̂ij

versus a normalized metric of the relative difference in expected

score,

∆S Nij = ∆S ij =

E[ S1 j ]i − E[ S 2 j ]i
E[ S1 j ]i + E[ S 2 j ]i
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=

S1ij − S 2ij
S1ij + S 2ij

(16)

It was hypothesized that operators would perform sub- optimally when ∆S Nij ≈
1 because the relative utility of choosing one target over the other is small. This can
be explicitly seen in
Figure 21, where
∆S Nij

p̂ij

≈ 1 when ∆S Nij is small or large, but

p̂ij

varies greatly when

≈ 1.

Figure 21: A plot of the probability operators made the optimal decision,

^

pij

, versus

the normalized relative score, ∆S .
Nij

In order to analyze the operator decisions that were sub optimal, the expected
score for choosing t1 or t2, , S1ij and S2ij, and the average operator score are plotted as a
function of relative probability, ∆Pi, for two maps 1 and 2 (Figure 22.) The optimal
score, Sij*, is the maximum of the two choices. Notice that the operator score nicely
follows the optimal score for most cases. A small amount of performance degradation
can be seen when S1ij ≈ S2ij. Results for the other three maps were similar.
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Figure 22: A graph of the expected scores S1ij and S2ij (the optimal score is max{S1ij ,
S2ij}), and the average operator score, S ( D ) as a function of relative probability, ∆P for
o

ij

Maps 1 and 2 in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2 Results and Interpretation
Experiment 2: Experimental Set Up
Experiment 2 was a more general experiment with a set of nr=10 maps and
np=9 probabilities, to create 90 cells for experimentation. The data in Experiment 2
can, by design, be compared directly to the results from Experiment 1 in order to
understand how to model a more general scenario. The Experiment 2 version of the
simulator was completed and distributed to ten operators for testing. Operators were
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selected from a pool of graduate students in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at
Cornell University. The group was composed of ten males aged 23 to 30 years. Figure
23 shows the 10 maps presented in Experiment 2.

Figure 23: The 10 map sets from Experiment 2.

P

SAM

⎡0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1⎤
=⎢
⎥
⎣0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9⎦

(17)

∆Pi ∈ [−0.8,−0.6,−0.4,−0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8]
⎡ 0.4341 0.3121 0.1834 0.2303 0.4793 0.4271 0.1679 0.4108 0.1960 0.1518 ⎤
ℜ = ⎢⎢ 0.2731 0.2668 0.3716 0.2968 0.4918 0.1565 0.4703 0.3139 0.3330 0.3552 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣0.2935 0.4211 0.4452 0.4728 0.0294 0.4167 0.3624 0.2759 0.4712 0.4871⎥⎦

∆R j ∈ [0.1610 0.0453 − 0.1882 − 0.0665 − 0.0125 0.2706 − 0.3024 0.0969 − 0.1370 − 0.2034]

Operators completed 3 sets of 20 trials (randomly chosen from the 90 possible
cells) resulting in 600 total sample points.

Data Binning
A plot of the expected optimal score, and average operator score, is shown
across probability combinations (where available) for Map 2 in Figure 24. Because of
the large number of cells, and the randomness of the trial selection, sufficient
statistical evidence for only a subset of the 90 cells was possible. This uneven
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distribution of data created a sparseness of data that was consistent across all maps.
Figure 24 shows an example of this sparseness.

-

Figure 24: A graph of S12j=E[S1j]i=2 and S22j=E[S2j]i=2 versus ∆Pi for Map 2 from
Experiment 2.
For this more general case, several analysis techniques can be used. The first
is simply to use estimates from those cells that have sufficient statistical evidence
(defined here as nij > 10). This has the advantage of using the formal statistical tools
used in the previous experiment. The disadvantage is that this method does not scale
well to the most general case of continuous ∆R and ∆P.
It is proposed here to “bin” the data, two dimensionally, into ranges of relative
proximity, ∆R (or an appropriate alternative metric), and relative probability, ∆P.
Formally binning data in two dimensions is given as (for the kth trial)
∆P + ∆Pi +1 ⎫
⎧ ∆Pi −1 + ∆Pi
,⎪
< [ ∆P ]k < i
⎪
2
2
IF ⎨
, THEN
∆R + ∆R j
∆R j + ∆ R j + 1 ⎬
⎪
⎪ j −1
< [∆R ]k <
2
2
⎭
⎩

k ∈ cellij .

(18)

In practice, it is typically better to bin in the direction of each of the important
environmental variables, in this case, ∆R and ∆P. If data is very sparse, binning in a
subset of parameters can be used, albeit with less accuracy.
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Binning: Comparing Experiment 2 and Experiment 1
In Experiment 2, two approaches to selecting an appropriate binning technique
were considered. First, binning in one dimension, across probability differentials, ∆P,
and second, binning in two dimensions, across probability differentials, ∆P, and target
placement maps. The first approach has the obvious advantage of being able to
determine relevant bins based on a clearly appropriate criterion, but does not utilize
the full set of data points from Experiment 2 because it does not use all cells spanned
by ∆R. The second approach can potentially utilize more data, although binning by
map type requires the choice of a proper metric to categorize each map.
Binning in two dimensions was accomplished, using relative probability ∆P,
and relative target distance, ∆R as the relevant metric with which to bin across map
sets. Because probability was, in effect, normalized, the parameter ∆RN is defined
such that it is also a normalized metric. Relative target distance, ∆RNj for each relative
location bin was calculated as:

∆RNj =

R2 j (1 − R1 j )
R1 j (1 − R2 j )

(19)

where ∆RNj ≈ 1 represents situations where the ratio of the distance to target t2 versus
remaining mission length is about equal than that of target t1. For ∆RNj >1 the ratio of
distance to target t2 versus the remaining mission length is greater than that of target t1
and vice versa for ∆RNj <1.
By using this technique it is possible to utilize all 600 sample points from
Experiment 2 and provide data for all 25 cells, shown in Table 5 below.
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Table 5: Number of trials, nij using Experiment 2 data and binning in two dimensions.
Bins in the ∆RN dimension are ordered so as to coresspond to the associated order of
∆RN for Maps 1-5. Note: ∑i∑j nij=n=600.
Relative Probability, ∆P
-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8
Bin 1:
0.37<∆RN<0.57
Bin 2:
0.93<∆RN<1.23
Bin 5:
1.23<∆RN<1.73
Bin 4:
1.73<∆RN<2.34
Bin 3:
2.78<∆RN<3.66

19

10

28

13

3

20

19

12

30 22

31

19

40

12 39

39

2

28

21 50

28

10

29

56 20

Experiment 2 Results
Figure 25 compares the results from Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically the
Experiment 2 data was binned in two dimensions according to (18).
As shown in Figure 25, binning in two dimensions, data is collected for all 25
cells with all but two scenarios having nij≥ 10. Figure 25 indicates that there is good
agreement between results of the two experiments. Map 4 was the only map to show
any significant discrepancy, but even these results were within the statistical error
bounds.
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Figure 25: Plots comparing Experiment 1 data to binned data from Experiment 2 (2D
binning.) Note the strong agreement.
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-
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Figure 25 (Continued).

-

-

The binning results demonstrated two valuable points: 1) despite small changes
in experimental design and the expansion of experimental scope between Experiments
1 and 2, basic parameters of operator decision-making remained consistent and 2) by
binning using both ∆P and ∆RN in this way, it has been shown that it may be possible
to describe and thus compare relatively different ISR type datasets by identifying their
relevant environmental variables and then reducing those scenarios to a subset for
which decision-making parameters are already known.
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Probabilistic Model Fits
Introduction
It is desired to develop a probabilistic model for an ISR type mission, such as
those described by the two previous experiments, which accurately captures the
operator decisions and probabilistic dependency on environmental variables. This
model is intuitively appealing because operator decision influences can be easily seen
within the model structure. In addition, the model can be used in a predictive form,
such as calculating probability of a decision Dij given the environmental variables. The
model can also be evaluated when there are uncertainties in the environmental
parameters simply by using Bayes’ rule.
Figure 26 shows the form of the conditional probabilistic operator decision
model for the ISR mission described in this paper. Arrows represent conditional
probabilities. It is assumed that the primary environmental parameters on which the
operator decision depends are simply ∆R and ∆P. Ideally this model is not dependent
on the constraining parameters of Experiment 1, but can work with the more general
data set in Experiment 2. Two models are presented. The first is a tabular model,
which is a function of the given bins ∆Rj and ∆Pi.

The second model uses a reduced

order form of a Gaussian variable to represent the uncertainty in ∆R and ∆P; the
second model can therefore be represented by only two parameters, a mean and a
standard deviation. Both models were compared with data taken in Experiments 1 and
2.
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Figure 26: Graphical probability representation of operator decision-making,
conditionally dependent on ∆R and ∆P.
Model One: Tabular
The first model assumes the operator decisions to be a continuous random
variable, conditionally dependent on two environmental parameters, ∆R and ∆P, as
shown in Figure 26. The continuous random variable is then discretized as a function
of a subset of values of the two environmental parameters, ∆R and ∆P. Data from
Experiment 1 is already in this form, with data distributed over five values of both ∆R
and ∆P, or 25 total points in the discrete distribution. Data from Experiment 2 must be
binned, as described in the previous section, in order to use this modeling approach.
For each “bin” of ∆Rj and ∆Pi, the user decision was then cast as the
probability of the estimate of the difference is score being greater than zero, or

PM 1ij = P (Dij = t1 | ∆R j , ∆Pi ) = P (∆Sˆ1 > 0 | ∆R j , ∆Pi )

(20)

which is equivalent to the probability found from the maximum likelihood estimates
for each scenario in Experiment 1 (14). Plotting this model for all 25 scenarios gives
Figure 27; this is, in effect, a plot of the discrete (tabular) conditional probability
decision model. Notice that when ∆R<<0 and ∆P>>0, the users nearly always chose
t1; similarly, users nearly never chose t1 when ∆R>>0 and ∆P<<0. In cases when ∆R,
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∆P were small or contrasting, the probability users chose t1 approached 0.5 (i.e. there
was little decisiveness).
Notice also that there are seven ML estimates where ALL users chose t1, while
there was only one ML estimate where users always chose t2. Contrast this the optimal
policy, Figure 19, in which there are 11 instances in which operators should always
choose t2.

Figure 27: Tabular decision model identified probability of choosing target t1...
More formally, the operator error, defined as EOP1, can be compared to the
optimal case probabilistically by comparing (21) and Figure 27 to (7), Figure 19. This
is written as

EOP1ij = PM 1ij − P( Dij* | ∆R j , ∆Pi )

(21)

and is shown in Figure 28. This plot demonstrates that the scenarios where users did
not perform optimally occurred when they had to evaluate whether range or
probability was more important in making the best decision. Interestingly, when ∆P =
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-0.8, errors were large for most values of ∆R. This implies that the users applied a
slightly different weighting between ∆R and ∆P in their decisions. This is explored in
further detail later.

Figure 28: Operator error (user data – optimal decision) across all 25 bins of
Experiment 1 data.
The advantage of the tabular model is that it is a direct summary of the
maximum likelihood estimates, which include error bars on each of the scenarios. The
disadvantage of this model is that is requires a probability for each bin/cell; as such, it
does not scale well with the complexity of the decisions.

Model Two: Conditional Gaussian
A second model was investigated in which ∆P and ∆R were considered to be
measurements with Gaussian sensor noise. The model has a relative weighting term, α,
representing the tradeoff in the priority placed by operators on relative probability ∆P
and relative range ∆R. The relative score estimate of model 2 took the form:

∆Sˆ2 = −∆R + α∆P + w
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(22)

where α was a constant to be estimated and w is a Gaussian noise which captures
smaller uncertainties such as user variation and variations in GUI interpretation.
Accordingly, ∆Ŝ2 is a continuous random variable and Model 2 has been reduced to a
description that only requires three parameters: α and N ( w , σ w ) . The formal
probability model is then given as
PM 2ij = P (Dij = t1 | ∆R j , ∆Pi ) = P ( ∆Sˆ 2 > 0 | ∆R j , ∆Pi )

(23)

Identification of the three parameters of the conditional Gaussian decision model was
accomplished by minimizing the fit error between the data in the form of a cumulative
probability, and that given by the model. This fit error is given for each bin as

E FIT 2ij = PM 2 ij − PM 1ij

(24)

Figure 29 shows this identified probability function for the Model 2 fit, while
Figure 30 shows the fit error. Notice that the trends are very much the same: the
probability of choosing t1 is nearly one when ∆R<<0 and ∆P>>0, nearly zero when
∆R>>0 and ∆P<<0, and in between for most other cases. In addition, the model fit
errors are in similar locations (bins) as compared to the operator errors shown in
Figure 28. This shows that the optimal case is nicely modeled as Gaussian, but
perhaps the operator data may require multiple Gaussians.
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Figure 29: Conditional Gaussian decision model showing the identified probability of
choosing target t1..

Figure 30: Operator error (user data – optimal decision) across all 25 bins of
Experiment 2 data.
Because the conditional Gaussian decision model uses only a single Gaussian
with a deterministic relative weight α, the data and model fits can be evaluated in one
dimension. Figure 31 shows the cumulative probability function for the data and
conditional Gaussian model as a function of the variable ∆Ŝ2; Experiment 1 data are
shown. Also shown are the ML estimate bounds for each “bin” of data. For
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Experiment 1 data, the data nicely transitions as a function of ∆Ŝ2, and the model fit
was within measurement error bounds for 22 of 25 bins.

^
^
2

Figure 31: Model two continuous random variable fit (cumulative probability.)

^
2

Figure 32: Model two fit to optimal decision.

Tradeoffs between Range and Probability
A key element of the probabilistic decision models, and the ISR experiment in
general, was the weighting between relative range and relative probability. In the
instructions presented to the users, formal guidance was not given; so this weighting
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was a parameter that each user had to evaluate in their decision-making process.
Because the conditional Gaussian model (22) formalized this tradeoff using the
weighting, α, this weighting and its influence on the model was investigated further.
The first investigation was to explore the best fit weighting α for two cases: 1)
the user data, and 2) the optimal decision using the error function from (24). This is
shown in Figure 33. Operators under-weighted the relative probability ∆P by ~7% as
compared to optimal. Although small, this discrepancy in relative weighting was
consistent across many of the 25 cases in Experiment 1 data. This trend reinforces the
weighting insights derived from Figure 28.
A second set of cases was examined, attempting to again evaluate the
weighting parameter α, while excluding data points where ∆P≈0 and ∆R≈0. The logic
for removing these cells is that such cases possibly represent ambiguous situations
where operators may not have had a clearly defined decision-making pattern. In
addition, because the relative utility of choosing t1 or t2 in these cases is very small,
variations in the data should not influence the operator decision models.
Excluding cases where ∆P≈0 does not have a significant affect on relative
weighting. Both the case containing a full data set and that with points where ∆P≈0
excluded show operators under-weighting ∆P by ~7% as compared to optimal.
However, excluding cases were ∆R≈0 does have a significant affect: Figure 33 shows
operators under-weighting ∆P by about 15% as compared to optimal. It is surmised
that users gave the relative location, ∆R is given primary importance, and decisionmaking is most difficult when ∆R≈0. When these cases are removed, the bias away
from ∆P becomes much more obvious.
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Figure 33: Operator model weights probability approximately 7% less than optimal
(nominal case). Excluding points where ∆R≈0 results in under-weighting of 15% as
compared to optimal.
Work by Krynski and Tenenbaum [20] has documented the great deal of
experimental inquiry in artificial systems built on the norms of probability theory
regarding the deviance of human judgment from rational Bayesian norms in statistical
inference.

This abundance of evidence showing that human actors often make

seemingly irrational judgments regarding Bayesian decisions may help to explain the
relative under weighting of probability by human operators in this experiment. In
other words, operators over-weighted target spacing information, as this was, perhaps,
a concept with which they were more comfortable on basing their decision.

Conclusion
This paper examined a series of two decision-making experiments involving an
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance type mission.

Both experiments

presented operators with a binary decision choice in which they had to decide which
of two targets to identify first. Operators interacted through a GUI and were presented
a map indicating geometric layout of targets and their likelihood of being a SAM.
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An optimal decision-making policy was prescribed and the distribution of
operator decisions was modeled with a binomial distribution. The distribution model
and optimal policy are shown to not only capture the operator decisions (average and
uncertainty), but also give appealing insight into when and why operators do not
choose the optimal policy, effectively generating a numerical model of actual operator
decision-making in this scenario through the use of probability mass functions.
Two lower order probabilistic models using conditional probabilities and
Gaussian random variables were also derived. Results showed that these models
accurately captured the decision-making statistics and environmental dependences in a
rigorous, lower order probabilistic framework. It is hypothesized that these models
could lead to a decision aid that will result in an improvement in overall operator
decision-making performance especially in scenarios identified to be confusing to the
operator.
Of equal importance is the demonstration, via binning of data from the second
experiment, of the consistency of operator decision-making between experiments.
Results show that general ISR scenarios can be analyzed by identifying their relevant
environmental variables and then reducing those scenarios to a subset for which
decision-making parameters are already known.
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CHAPTER 4

OPERATOR DECISION MODELING FOR INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE
AND RECCONNAISANCE TYPE SCENARIOS WITH A TIME DEPENDENT
INFORMATION FUNCTION

Abstract
This paper presents a model of operator + vehicle interaction for a simplified
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance type mission utilizing a time dependent
information function for target identification. The model is developed and evaluated
using two operator decision-making experiments where an operator controls a friendly
uninhabited aerial vehicle (UAV) tasked with identifying enemy targets within a twodimensional map. Targets had varying levels of value, quoted in terms of a priori
knowledge of the probability of the target being a Surface to Air Missile (SAM).
Operators must make two decisions: 1) which target to choose first, and 2) if and when
to task the UAV to the second target to start data collection. Two sets of experimental
data were collected. The first set was based on scenarios with no a priori knowledge
of a target being a SAM site (i.e. probability was 50% for each); a total of 20 sample
points per operator was collected. The second set included the influence of the
probability of target being a SAM; a total of 100 sample points per operator was
collected. In all experimental scenarios, target choice and time on target were
recorded. The data was analyzed in order to develop an analytically tractable model of
operator choice. An optimal decision-making policy was also prescribed for all
scenarios and compared to the operator data. Results showed a good agreement
between data and the optimal decision-making policy indicating good decision-making
in most cases. However in those scenarios, which presented operators with conflicting
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priorities on which to place decision-making emphasis, there was divergence from the
optimal decision. For scenarios with disagreement, the model gives detail as to what
the environmental variables were that caused the most confusion for the operators.

Introduction
The growing complexity of technical systems and the resulting importance
placed on human interaction with those systems has made the study of the human
operator an increasingly important factor in determining the system’s overall
effectiveness and design.

This is particularly true in the case of Intelligence,

Surveillance and Reconnaissance type missions, where like many others interaction of
operators with many heterogeneous assets is a key linkage in their eventual success
[1].
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance, commonly referred to as “ISR,”
covers a broad range of information collection type missions with the purpose of
servicing military or defense needs. Specifically, ISR refers to using a system of
assets for observation and collection of information about a potential adversary and to
bring such information to a decision-maker [2],[3]. It is noted however, that many
technologies for ISR missions can be applied to other missions such as search and
rescue, and habitat monitoring.
Although ISR covers a plethora of scenarios utilizing a wide array of assets
from artificial satellites to hand-held cameras [4], the focus in this paper is on the use
of uninhabited aerial vehicles controlled by one or more human operators. Because
intelligence collection is the primary goal of an ISR mission, one metric of primary
concern to a human operator is the amount of information collected. Accordingly, a
time dependent information function is presented and analyzed. This information
function is designed to drive most operator decisions in the given scenario. It is
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expected that human operators are in charge of primary oversight and control of their
UAV assets. Accordingly, total system performance is the culmination of both that of
the automation and the human controller. A driving question has become: How best
should the human element be integrated with such a system?
The rewards for developing a model of operator decision-making in such a
system are not merely limited to military applications. For example, UAVs are already
being used successfully by In Situ, a small UAV manufacturer, for climate and
weather monitoring and wildlife tracking (sea and land) [5]. Robots using Human in
the Loop (HITL) oversight are also applicable to activities ranging from the exotic,
such as hazardous chemical processing, space exploration and surveillance to the
mundane, such as cleaning public parks, mining, and farming [6], [7]. Finally a model
of such systems could be useful in developing an adaptive tasking approach,
considered one of the most promising interactive approaches between operators and
complex systems [8].
The Initial inspiration for operator decision modeling came from Kirlik and
then SIFT [9], [10]. Kirlik first used Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) to model
optimal operator decisions and correlate them with data. More complex operator
decision examples by a group of researchers at SIFT make use of traditional tools
(such as human performance micro-models), in conjunction with MDPs [10]. In both
cases the authors attempted to find an optimal or “best” decision. Although useful in
its own right, modeling the optimal decision does not in itself describe the actions of
an actual human operator in a real-world trial. Therefore it is also desirable to
construct a model that is based on a fit to the operator data and can be compared to the
optimal case. The authors have previously studied decision making in a simulated ISR
type mission, similar to the one to be presented below, using a binomial distribution to
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model a simple binary decision (initial target choice) for such a mission with results
presented at the 2005 IEEE Systems, Man, Cybernetics conference [13].
The objective of this work is to expand a model of the decision-making process
of a human operating one of the aforementioned systems to include a time dependent
component. The focus of this particular study is on controlling one vehicle with
multiple modes of operation for an ISR type mission. The ISR like mission as
presented in this paper has four important aspects: 1) the tasking of UAVs with human
in the loop control 2) a time dependent information function 3) a hybrid model
describing overall modes of UAV operation and 4) a probabilistic model of operator
decision-making in such a scenario. The framework is designed to be generally
applicable to similar problems. Dependency for all other variables is wrapped into an
uncertainty term for the given decision.
The formal approach not only brings a new look to the problem of decision
modeling but also integrates well with formal control methodologies already defined
in autonomous algorithms (path planning, for example) and could give a predictive
evaluation of integrating the human element into the loop, which would be invaluable
for future development of such systems. The key is to evaluate this approach both in
terms of accuracy and reliability.

An additional benefit in utilizing this approach is

the evaluation of decision quality and its disassociation with mission effectiveness.
The argument for this approach is relatively recent but the examples supporting the
extrication are replete in historical accounts of everything from battle management to
chess [14].
This paper is outlined as follows: First a description of coupled Operator +
Vehicle system in an ISR scenario, then a description of the experimental design. This
is followed by experimental results for Experiments 1 and 2. Next a probabilistic
modeling section is detailed and finally a conclusion is presented.
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Coupled Operator + Vehicle Modeling for Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance Type Scenarios
The ISR like mission as presented in this paper has four main characteristics: 1)
the tasking of UAVs with human in the loop (HITL) control 2) a time dependent
information function describing data collection in such a scenario 3) a hybrid model
describing overall modes of UAV operation and 4) a probabilistic model of operator
decision-making and UAV tasking in such a scenario.

Application of UAVs
In order to explore basic operator decision modeling in the described ISR type
missions it is assumed in this paper that a single human operator tasking a single UAV
with reconnoitering a two-dimensional battlefield and collecting information on up to
two targets. Operators will real-time navigational control over UAVs and must decide
how long to task a UAV to collect information on a particular target. The relevant
environmental factors affecting performance in this scenario are a function of the
physical battlefield layout and some valuation of the target type. Vehicle dynamics
for the UAV have been abstracted away and are not considered in this paper.

Information Function
A time dependent information function is used to represent the information
gathered during reconnaissance of each target. As background, a tracking estimator
can be written based on the following model of a stationary target:

⎡ x& target ⎤ ⎡0 0⎤ ⎡ x target ⎤ ⎡ wx ⎤
⎢ y&
⎥=⎢
⎥ + ⎢w ⎥
⎥⎢ y
0
0
target
target
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦ ⎣ y⎦
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(1)

where (·)target is the 2D position of the target and w(.) is process noise with tunable
intensity Q (for convergence in estimation). The single UAV is assumed to be
equipped with a bearing only sensor of the form
⎛ y UAV − y target ⎞
⎟+v
⎟
x
x
−
UAV
target
⎠
⎝

θ = tan −1 ⎜⎜

(2)

where (·)UAV is the 2D position of the UAV and v is sensor noise R. Estimates of the
target position can then be generated over time using either an Extended Kalman Filter
which delivers state estimates and a state error covariance P(t) or Extended
Information Filter which delivers state estimates ( xˆ target , yˆ target ) and an information
matrix, or the inverse of the covariance, Y(t)=P(t)-1. “Extended” implies non-linear
because the measurement is nonlinear in the states. Given system matrices defined as
⎡
∂θ
A = 0 2× 2 , B = I 2 , C = ⎢
⎢ ∂xt arg et
⎣

xˆ target , yˆ target

∂θ
∂yt arg et

⎤
⎥
⎥
xˆ target , yˆ target ⎦

(3)

The time evolution of the information matrix for this problem is given as

Y& = −YQY + C T R −1C .

(4)

A typical single metric used in estimation to determine the quality of the estimate is
the I target=det(Y)= det(P) -1; Physically, this is the inverse of the area of the one sigma
uncertainty ellipsoid in 2D. Assuming the UAV is orbiting about the target at a
constant radius while collecting sensory information, the evolution of the information
metric is approximately exponential: information is collected quickly in the beginning,
with decreasing returns over time. This function can be approximated by the following
exponential:
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(

)

I target (t ) ≈ 1 − e − λt I F

(5)

where IF is the final (steady state) information, and λ is a time constant, which is a
function of the sensor/estimation parameters.

Hybrid Model For Coupled Operator + UAV Vehicles
Modeling decision-making in an ISR scenario with a time dependent
information function is somewhat difficult due too the hybrid nature of the problem i.e.
having both discrete and continuous decisions. The approach here is to consider the
UAV to have discrete modes of operation. Figure 34 shows a general graphical
representation of a hybrid model for this process with three modes of operation for a
UAV: loiter, move to target and sense/identify. Each mode is described by a
continuous set of dynamics. Changing between modes of operation can be
accomplished by the UAV itself (autonomy) or by operator tasking (operator
decisions.)
In the scenario described here in Figure 34, the composite decision making
process for this scenario involves maximizing two specific operator decisions: 1)
determining the composite information function, ICOMP, in order to select the optimal
initial target, D*, and 2) determining the optimal time to spend collecting information
on each target, TOT*.
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State = “loiter”

Decision 1:
Determine D*

State = “move to
target”

Transition automated
User Decision 2:
Determine TOT*
State =
“sense/identify”
Figure 34: Graphical representation of the hybrid model of the human decision
making process.

The hybrid model for coupled operator + vehicle systems such as in Figure 34
requires three elements: 1) a model of the vehicle dynamics and command structure 2)
a model of the autonomous vehicle mode switching and a model of the operator
decisions for UAV tasking. The first two of these are usually well know, as engineers
design, build and code all components. Models of operator decisions are more
complicated. The work here develops probabilistic models, which fit in this hybrid
model framework.

Probabilistic Decision Models
It is desired to develop a probabilistic model for an ISR type mission, which
accurately captures the operator decisions and probabilistic dependency on
environmental variables. This type of model is appealing because operator decision
influences can be easily seen within the model structure, and the model can also be
evaluated in the presence of parameter uncertainties simply by using Bayes’ rule.
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Figure 35 shows the general form of the conditional probabilistic operator
decision model for the ISR mission proposed in this paper for one UAV and two
targets. Arrows represent conditional probabilities. Both the initial target selection
decision, D, and the time on target decision, TOT, are shown. It is assumed that there
exists some set of primary environmental parameters on which the operator decisions
depend. The decision model defines an intermediate “score” variable, ∆Ŝ, which
serves to combine the environmental variables and connect to the decision variables.
Therefore the estimate and evaluation of this variable, ∆Ŝ, allows for the
determination of the initial target selection decision, D, and the time on target decision,
TOT as a function of the given environmental variables.
environmental
variables

known transition

^

∆S
operator
decision

estimated
score

D

TOT

operator
decision

Figure 35: Graphical probability representation of operator decision-making,
conditionally dependent on ∆R and ∆P.

Experimental Design and Description
The simulation platform used in both sets of experiments presented herein is
based on an enriched version of a game used in an earlier time independent
experiment by the authors [14]. This version contains a provision for Time on Target
(TOT) surveillance and presents operators with a graphical evaluation of the
information collected.

Using the MATLAB® environment, a decision-making

scenario involving a simplified ISR type mission with a single UAV was developed in
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order to collect operator decision-making data and develop and evaluate the operator
decision models. The simulation provides HITL navigational control of one UAV
tasked with identifying two enemy targets on a simulated battlefield. Targets may be
low-value or high-value (SAM) sites.

Initial reconnaissance provides visual

information including 1) location of entities and 2) an estimate of probability of being
a high level target (SAM), PSAM. The objective of the game is to collect as much
information as possible about the targets as defined by the information function.
Decision-making was constrained to two decisions, as presented in Figure 34: 1)
which target to choose first and 2) how long to observe each target (time on target.)
Operators were guided by a set of instructions (see appendix) that described the
mission, as well as some characteristics of the information function. Total mission
time, set at 100 game seconds, was equal for all scenarios. Vehicle dynamics and path
planning were abstracted away. The scenario was designed to have a well-defined
optimal decision policy to which operator data could be compared.
Relevant components of the program are thus 1) the interface, 2) the map and
options and 3) the information function. The physical time required for operator
cognitive decision-making was assumed to be a small fraction of mission time.
Accordingly no attempt was made to measure or analyze it. The simulation proceeds
by presenting each operator with a succession of n scenarios. Decision data, scoring
and game variables were saved to a data file after each set of n scenarios.
Graphical User Interface
Operators interact with the scenario through a simple Graphical User Interface
(GUI); and example case is shown in Figure 36. After the scenario initializes,
operators view a split window GUI with the initial reconnaissance data (location and
estimated probability of SAM for each target) above and a plot of the composite
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information collected below. Targets are represented as circles while the friendly
UAV is represented as a triangle.
To begin the scenario, operators choose their first target to identify by clicking
on or near it. After specifying this target through the GUI, the scenario executes and
the UAV proceeds to the first target. While traveling to the first target (t=0→25 sec)
no information is collected. Once at the first target, information is collected as an
exponentially decreasing function (5), weighted by the probabilities of being a SAM
site. The vehicle recons the first target for TOT1 (t=25→30 sec) until either the
operator directs it to the next target or mission time runs out. If the UAV has been
directed to the second target, the UAV proceeds to the second target (again collecting
no information while traveling, t=30→60 sec), and if mission time remains, will
reconnoiter about the second target until the end of the mission for TOT2 (t=60→100
sec). In this way, by choosing the initial target, an operator uniquely determines the
UAV’s flight path, but not how long the UAV spends on each target. The information
plot is updated continuously throughout the scenario, but only increments in value
when the UAV is actively reconnoitering a target (no information is collected in transit
to or between targets).
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Your expectation of score for this round:5995
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Figure 36: Screen capture of the GUI. The friendly UAV is represented by blue
triangle. Targets t1 and t2 are tagged with probabilities PSAM 1 and PSAM 2 respectively.
The “Composite Information Plot” displays the weighted average of information
collected on both targets.

Maps and Options
The simulation was designed to present operators with various possible sets of
probability/placement combinations.

The two most influential environmental

variables are 1) the probability of each target being a SAM, and 2) target placement.
To simplify the analysis, the probability of each target being a SAM, PSAMi, is selected
from a given set, PSAMi, and normalized.
⎡ PSAM 1i ⎤
PSAM i = ⎢
⎥ ∈ PSAM
⎣ PSAM 2i ⎦
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where i indicates the ith entry in the set PSAM. The experiments will use a subset of the
following probability set:
⎡0 .9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1⎤
PSAM = ⎢
⎥.
⎣ 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 ⎦
it follows that the difference in probabilities can be calculated as

∆Pi ∈ [0.8,0.4,0,−0.4,−0.8] .

(6)

Target placement for the experiments is represented in Figure 37. In order to
normalize the score, total mission time was kept equal for all scenarios necessitating
that total distance traveled remained constant.

t2

δR
t1
R2
R1

R1+R2+δR=1

Figure 37: Target Placement Geometry.

Accordingly, the target placement, Rj, is selected from the set R and also
normalized. Figure 38 shows the set of five target placement maps chosen for the
experiments. By using the same five maps, meaningful comparisons between previous
[14] and current experiments can be made. The map set was chosen to include both
challenging as well as straightforward scenarios.
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⎡ R1 j ⎤
⎢ ⎥
R j = ⎢ R2 j ⎥ ∈ ℜ
⎢δR j ⎥
⎣ ⎦

(7)

R1 j + R2 j + δR j = 1

Figure 38 : The five map sets, corresponding to Rj (j=1…5) are shown above. Note,
the targets in Map 5 are nearly co-located.

R

⎡ 0.4341 0.3121 0.1834 0.2303 0.4793⎤
= ⎢⎢0.2731 0.2668 0.3716 0.2968 0.4918⎥⎥
⎢⎣0.2935 0.4211 0.4452 0.4728 0.0294⎥⎦

(8)

∆R j ∈ [0.1610 0.0453 − 0.1882 − 0.0665 − 0.0125]

Scoring Using A Composite Information Function
Following the general discussion of an information tracking function presented
earlier, a normalized information function is used as a performance metric in the
studies here, written as

I (t ) =

I target (t )
IF
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(

)

= 1 − e − λt .

(9)

Normalized Information Function
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Figure 39 : Plot of the information metric for one target. Here, λ = 0.1.
A composite information function, ICOMPij for each scenario was then formed
using the weighted (with respect to PSAMi ) average of the information gathered from
each target during the course of the mission. This composite information function,
which also serves as the score in the decision model described in Figure 35 is written
as:

S ij = I COMPij = PSAM 1i I (TOT1ij ) + PSAM 2i I (TOT2ij )

such that

TOT1ij + TOT2ij = TOTTOTALij =

(1 − RTOTALij )
V

where V is the speed of the UAV (assumed to be constant) and

TOT1ij + TOT2ij + C ij = t F

where tf is the total mission time, equal to 100 seconds as presented in this paper.
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(10)

Finally,
⎧ R1 j + δR j
RTOTALij ≤ ⎨
⎩ R2 j + δR j

if

Dij = t1
.
D ij = t 2

Optimal Decision: Time on Target
The optimal time on target for each of the two targets, TOT1ij* and TOT2ij* can
be chosen so as to satisfy the following equation:

*

S ij = MAX [ I COMPij ] = PSAM 1i I (TOT1ij *) + PSAM 2i I (TOT2ij *)

(11)

The values TOT1ij* and TOT2ij* that satisfy this equation can be divided into
two general cases: 1) the case corresponding to visiting target tm only where TOTmij*>0
and TOTm┴ij*=0 and m∈{1,2}, m┴∈{2,1}, 2) the case corresponding to visiting both
target t1 and target t2 where TOT1ij*>0 and TOT2ij*>0.

Case 1: Visit One Target (m∈{1,2}, m┴∈{2,1})

For the case where target tm is the first and only target visited, TOTm┴ij*=0 and
the composite information is written as

(

I COMPij = PSAMmi I (TOTmij ) = PSAMmi 1 − e

− λTOTmij

)

Maximizing this information function is equivalent to maximizing TOTmij,

TOTmij * = TOTTOTALij =
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(1 − Rmj )
V

(12)

Case 2: Visit Both Targets (m∈{1,2})

For the case where both targets are visted, TOT1ij* and TOT2ij* can be
calculated as follows. First, the composite information function is written as

(

I COMPij = PSAM 1i 1 − e

)+ P (1 − e

− λTOT1ij

− λTOT2 ij

SAM 2 i

)

The total time on target is written as

TOT1ij + TOT2ij = TOTTOTALij =

(1 − Rmj − δR j )
V

and m∈{1,2} denotes the target tm selected to visit first. Solving for TOT1ij and
substituting the result into

(

I COMPij = PSAM 1i 1 − e

− λTOT1ij

)+ P

SAM 2 i

(1 − e

− λ (TF − Cij −TOT1ij )

)

and then maximizing the composite information function yields

(

)

(

∂I COMP
− λTOT1ij
− λ (T − C −TOT )
= 0 = λPSAM 1i 1 − e
− λPSAM 2i 1 − e F ij 1ij
∂TOT1ij

)

Solving for the optimal time on target, TOT1ij* and TOT2ij* yields
⎛P
⎞
ln⎜⎜ SAM 1i ⎟⎟
Rmj δR j
P
t
−
TOT1ij * = − ⎝ SAM 2i ⎠ + F −
2λ
2 2V
2V
⎛P
⎞
ln⎜⎜ SAM 1i ⎟⎟
Rmj δR j
P
t
−
TOT2ij * = + ⎝ SAM 2i ⎠ + F −
2λ
2 2V
2V
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(13)

The optimal Time on Target for both Target 1 and Target 2 are represented in
Figure 40 below for the full range of ∆Pi and ∆Rj (5 cases).

Figure 40: Optimal Time on Target, TOT1ij* (left plot), and TOT2ij* (right plot) for
all 25 cells.

Optimal Decision: Optimal Initial Target Choice
For the time independent component, i.e. which target to choose first, it is
possible to prescribe an optimal decision-making policy by examining the same two
cases: 1) visiting target tm only 2) visiting both target t1 and target t2. For a given
map/probability combination, the optimal case is that which maximizes ICOMPij over
both cases.
Case 1 represents scenarios where ICOMPij is maximized by spending all
available time, TOTTOTALij, on one target only. Thus, for these cases the optimal target
choice, Dij*, is
⎧1
Dij * = ⎨
⎩2

if

(
(1 − e

PSAM 1i 1 − e
PSAM 1i

− λTOTTOTALij
− λTOTTOTALij

) > P (1 − e
) < P (1 − e
SAM 2 i

SAM 2 i

− λTOTTOTALij
− λTOTTOTALij

)
)

(14)

Case 2 represents the scenarios where both targets are visited. The optimal
initial target choice, Dij*, which maximizes TOTTOTALij, is equivalent to minimizing
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total travel distance, RTOTAL. This decision is therefore a function only of target
placement and is independent of target probability, PSAMi.. Furthermore, this decision
is independent of time spent on each target. This decision effectively minimizes the
amount of time the UAV is not collecting data.
For scenarios where both targets are visited, the optimal, Dij* decision for
probability set i and map set j is:
⎧1
Dij * = ⎨
⎩2

R1 j < R2 j
R2 j < R1 j

if

(15)

The discrete component of the decision making process thus involves: 1)
determining ICOMPij for each of the four cases and picking the maximizing 2) picking
Dij* for that case. As an example, using the five probability sets in PSAM and five
target location sets (maps) in R, and examining the four decision-making cases for
each, optimal decision-making policy is calculated in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: Optimal decision-making policy, Dij*, for all 25 probability and map set
combinations. Entries with a “1” imply that for that particular combination choosing
target t1 for initial reconnaissance is the optimal policy. Entries with a “2” imply that
picking target t2 is the optimal policy.

Operator Data Analysis
In order to analyze the operator data, several metrics are used. To begin, note
that because of the problem set-up, many trials across multiple operators were run for
each range Rj and probability PSAMi pair. Denoting each range/probability pair as a
“cell”, the data from each cell can be analyzed statistically. Two statistics are used to
analyze the operator data: average score, and probability that the operator chose a
particular target.
For each cell, the operator’s average expected score, SNij, is given as:
n ij

∑[S
S Nij =

k ij

nij
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]

ij k ij

(16)

where kij is the index for each trial, nij was the number of trials for each cell.
A second metric for each cell is the probability that an operator chose a
particular target. Denoting n1ij and n2ij as the number of trials that operators chose
target t1 or t2 respectively, the total number of trials is n1ij+n2ij=nij. Modeling the binary
decision as a zero-one random variable, the probability that the operators chose t1 and
t2 is then

[ Pt1 ]ij = n1ij / nij
[ Pt2 ]ij = n2 ij / nij

.

(17)

In addition, a 95% confidence interval can be written for this random variable as
∆[ Pt1 ] ij =
∆[ Pt 2 ] ij =

2
nij
2
nij

[ Pt1 ] ij (1 − [ Pt1 ] ij )

.

(18)

[ Pt 2 ] ij (1 − [ Pt 2 ] ij )

Note that because the decision is binary, the confidence intervals are the same,
∆[Pt1]ij=∆[Pt2]ij.

Comparing Optimal and Operator Decisions
With an optimal decision defined (15) below and the operator statistics defined
(16, 17), a statistical comparison between the two can be made for each cell. Further,
combining the statistics of each cell together forms a tabular operator decision model
as a function of each i,j cell.
The statistics of the operator performance as compared to the optimal decision
can be modeled using a Binomial Distribution. Defining ksij as the number of
“successes” in nij trials, where success is defined as the case when the operator makes
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the optimal choice, the error statistics of each cell can be modeled using the
probability mass function of a Binomial Random variable.

Pij = P (k sij ) =

nij !
(nij − k sij )!k sij !

k

pij sij (1 − pij )

nij − k sij

(19)

where 0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 is the probability that the operators choose the optimal decision and
nij is the number of trials for the i,j cell [19].
Using this distribution, the probability that operators make the optimal
decision for a given cell can be calculated using a maximum likelihood estimate (95%
confidence interval). The likelihood function is the conditional probability of ksij
successes given ksij and nij, and is a function of the unknown probability of success pij,

L[ Pij | nij , k sij ] =

nij !
n −k
k
pij sij (1 − pij ) ij sij .
(nij − k sij )!k sij !

(20)

Maximizing this function yields the maximum likelihood estimate of the operator’s
probability of making the optimal decision in a given scenario,

pˆ ij = max[ L[ Pij | nij , k sij ]] =
pij

k sij
nij

.

(21)

Experiment I: Description and Results

A series of two experiments were designed using the simulator to collect
operator decision-making data for the scenario so that it could be analyzed and
modeled. Each operator had two decisions to make: initial target choice and time on
target. Experiment 1 constrained the probabilities of each target to be 0.5, there by
removing probability as an environmental variable from the decision. Only one
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environmental variable, target placement, drove the solutions. Experiment two utilized
both target placement and probability of being a SAM for driving the decisions.
The finalized version of the simulator was completed and distributed to eight
operators for testing. Operators were selected from a pool of graduate students in
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Cornell University.

The group was

composed of seven males and one female aged 23 to 30 years.
The scenario was limited to five location maps and a single (i=3) probability
combination (PSAM1=PSAM2=0.5) resulting in five possible scenarios.

Operators

completed 4 sets of 5 trials (one trial for each scenario). For the eight operators, this
resulted in 8x4=32 sample points per scenario. With the five scenarios, this resulted in
5x32=160 total sample points. Scenario order was pseudo-randomized between the
four sets of five trials.

The optimal decision policies for both decisions for the

scenario were calculated (Figure 40 and Figure 41).

Experimental Results
With only one environmental variable and a five-scenario state-space, relative
target distance, ∆Rj, was chosen as the primary environmental variable across which
data was analyzed. The upper plot in Figure 42 shows optimal score, Sij* , and operator
data, SN3j vs. ∆Rj. Note that operators did particularly well when ∆Rj ≈ -0.0665 and
∆Rj ≈ 0.1610 as these cases resulted in overall shorter mission length and more total
information was collected. Operators did not do as well when ∆Rj ≈ -0.0125 and ∆Rj
≈ 0.0453 as these cases resulted in only a minor performance improvement when
choosing one target over the other.
The lower plot in Figure 42 shows average time spent on each target TOT13j
and TOT23j . For this experiment, where PSAM (i=3) is equal for both targets and
therefore can be neglected as an environmental variable, the optimal strategy is to
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spend equal time on both targets due to the decreasing marginal rate of information
gathering, i.e. the optimal allocation is such that TOT13j ≈ TOT23j. The data suggests
operators generally behaved as if they choose TOT13j ≈ TOT23j on average, as each
mean falls within the defined uncertainty bounds of the other choice.

Figure 42: Upper: optimal score, Sij* , and operator data, SN3j as a function of ∆Rj was
plotted, notice divergence when ∆Rj ≈ 0. Lower: average time spent on each target
TOT13j and TOT23j as a function of ∆Rj.
Figure 43 shows identified probability of choosing a target, [Ptm]3j, versus
relative target distance, ∆Rj. The only ambiguous choice occurred on Map 5, ∆Rj ≈ 0.0125, where the targets are very closely spaced and the relative range was
ambiguous. When ∆Rj was very large or very small, the users performed very well,
and showed good performance for the intermediate cases of ∆Rj.
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Figure 43: Identified probability of choosing a target, [Pt(.)]3j, versus ∆Rj.

Experiment II: Description and Results

Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 except for the inclusion of ∆PSAM
as a second environmental variable. The finalized version of the simulator, HITL Sim
v1.5, was completed and distributed to a second group of eight operators for testing.
Operators were selected from a pool of graduate students in Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering at Cornell University. The group was composed of six males
and two females aged 23 to 30 years.
In addition to the previously described map set (see Figure 38), the second
environmental variable, PSAMi , was allowed to take on five possible combinations of
values, resulting in a scenario statespace of 25 possible scenarios.

Operators

completed 4 sets of 25 trials (one trial for each scenario), for the eight operators, this
resulted in 8x4=32 sample points per scenario. With the 25 scenarios, this resulted in
25x32=800 sample points. Scenario order was pseudo-randomized between the four
sets of 25 trials.
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Experimental Results
The data was first analyzed by examining the affect of varying ∆Pi on score and
TOTij for a given map, followed by an analysis with ∆Pi and ∆Rj varying together in a
three dimensional plot. Figure 44 shows optimal score, Sij , and operator data, SNij as
a function of ∆Rj (upper plot), and average time spent on each target TOT13j and
TOT23j as a function of ∆Rj.(lower plot).
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Figure 44: Upper - optimal score, Sij*, and operator data, SNij as a function of ∆Pi
was plotted, notice divergence when Lower - average time spent on each target
TOT13j and TOT23j as a function of ∆Pi..
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Figure 44 (Continued).
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Figure 44 (Continued).

From the figures above it can be seen that operators generally had trouble
making the optimal time allocation in cases where trade off between ∆Rj and ∆Pi was
difficult to interpret. Users had trouble with ∆Pi =0 in maps 2 and 4 because ∆Rj is
small also.
In map 5, where the targets are nearly co-located, the users performed
particularly well because ∆Rj ≈0 leading to users focusing on ∆Pi as the only relevant
variable. Experiment 1 has shown that the initial target choice (flight path decision)
is particularly difficult for this map, yet these data suggest that regardless of that
choice, operators were good at recognizing that with ∆Pi =0 with nearly co-located
targets, optimal time allocation should be equal between targets.
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Next the data were analyzed by while varying both ∆Rj and ∆Pi together. First
∆Sij was computed as the difference between the optimal score, Sij* and the average
score, SNij and then plotted as Figure 45.

∆Sij = S Nij − S *ij

(22)

As can be seen from the figure, there is good overall performance when ∆Pi
>>0 and ∆Rj <<0 or when ∆Pi <<0 and ∆Rj >>0, but decision-making degrades in
cases where ∆Pi ≈ 0 and ∆Rj ≈ 0 i.e. having to decide upon which variable greater
emphasis should be placed.

Figure 45: Plot of |∆Sij| (shown for clarity) versus ∆Pi vs. ∆Rj. Note that optimal
decision –making occurs in instances where ∆Sij =0, implying both decisions were
optimal.
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Probabilistic Decision Model Fit to Data

Figure 46 shows the specific form of the conditional probabilistic operator
decision model introduced earlier in this paper. Arrows represent conditional
probabilities. It is assumed that the primary environmental parameters on which the
operator decision depends are simply ∆R and ∆P. Because the score, S*ij, is weighted
with respected to by PSAM, it essentially represents an expectation of score with regard
to the target type (SAM or non-SAM) of targets t1 and t2. Therefore the model need to
included a provision for the discrete variables t1 and t2; their expected value is already
encapsulated in ∆P. The parameters ∆R and ∆P can take on nr and np values
respectively, resulting in nrxnp possible optimal scores, S*, affecting user decisionmaking D. Therefore both D and TOT1 and TOT2 can be determined immediately once
∆R and ∆P are known.
A tabular model is presented below, which is a function of the given bins ∆Rj
and ∆Pi. For the jth location (from the set of nr locations) and the ith probability
combination (from the set of np probabilities) these parameters take on the values:

∆R j = R1 j − R2 j

.

∆Pi = PSAM 1i − PSAM 2i
*

∆S ij = I COMPt1ij − I COMPt 2ij
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*

(23)
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Figure 46: Graphical probability representation of operator decision-making,
conditionally dependent on ∆R and ∆P.
Tabular Model of Decision #1: Target Choice Decision
The first model assumes the operator decisions to be a continuous random
variable, conditionally dependent on two environmental parameters, ∆R and ∆P, as
shown in Figure 46. The continuous random variable is then discretized as a function
of a subset of values of the two environmental parameters, ∆R and ∆P. Data from
Experiment 2 is already in this form, with data distributed over five values of both ∆R
and ∆P, or 25 total points in the discrete distribution.
For each “bin” of ∆Rj and ∆Pi, the user decision was then cast as the
probability of the estimate of the difference is score being greater than zero, or
PM 1ij = P (Dij = t1 | ∆R j , ∆Pi ) = P (∆Sˆ1 > 0 | ∆R j , ∆Pi )

(24)

which is equivalent to the probability found from the maximum likelihood estimates
for each scenario in Experiment 1 (21). Plotting this model for all 25 scenarios gives
Figure 27; this is, in effect, a plot of the discrete (tabular) conditional probability
decision model. Notice that when ∆R<<0 and ∆P>>0, the users nearly always chose
t1; similarly, users nearly never chose t1 when ∆R>>0 and ∆P<<0. In cases when
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∆R>>0 and ∆P>>0 or ∆R<<0 and ∆P<<0, the probability users chose t1 approached
0.5 (i.e. there was little decisiveness). This was primarily because the relative utility
of choosing one target over another is small.
Notice also that there are seven ML estimates where ALL users chose t1, and
there were four ML estimates where users always chose t2. Contrast this the optimal
policy, Figure 41, in which there are 11 instances in which operators should always
choose t2.

Figure 47: Tabular decision model identified probability of choosing target t1.
More formally, the operator error, defined as EOP1, can be compared to the
optimal case probabilistically by comparing the user decisions (equation 24 and Figure
27) to the optimal decision (equation 15 and Figure 41). This is written as

E OP1ij = PM 1ij − P( Dij* | ∆R j , ∆Pi )
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(25)

and is shown in Figure 28. This plot demonstrates that the scenarios where users did
not perform optimally occurred when they had to evaluate whether range or
probability was more important in making the best decision.

Figure 48: Operator error (user data – optimal decision) across all 25 bins of
Experiment 2 data.

Tabular Model of Decision #2: Allocation of Time on Target
In examining Time on Target for each of the 25 cells, the distribution of
operator data for TOT1ij and TOT2ij, modeled as being sampled from a normally
distributed continuous random variable with mean, µ1ij, and variance, σ1ij2, for TOT1ij
and mean, µ2ij, and variance, σ2ij2 for TOT2ij,.
For each “bin” of ∆Rj and ∆Pi, the estimate of the mean operator allocation of
Time on Target given that the operator made an optimal choice for Decision #1 is
calculated as the sample average:
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nij

^

µ 1ijo =

∑ [TOT

1ij

k ij

nij
nij

^

µ 2ijo =

| Dij = D * ij ] kij

∑ [TOT

2 ij

k ij

(26)

| Dij = D * ij ] kij
nij

Plotting this data for all 25 scenarios gives Figure 49.

Figure 49: Average Operator Data for Time on Target, TOT1ij (left plot), and TOT2ij
(right plot) for all 25 cells.

A model of the operator error in time on target allocation is shown in Figure 50.
ETOT (.)ij = E[(TOT(.)ij | Dij = D * ij )] − TOT * (.)ij
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(27)

Figure 50: Model #1 Operator Allocation of Time on Target.
The advantage of the tabular model is that it is a direct summary of the
maximum likelihood estimates, which include error bars on each of the scenarios. The
disadvantage of this model is that is requires a probability for each bin/cell; as such, it
does not scale well with the complexity of the decisions.

Gaussian Model of Decision #1: Target Choice Decision
A second model was investigated in which ∆P and ∆R were considered to be
measurements with Gaussian sensor noise. The model has a relative weighting term,
α1, α2, and α3, representing the tradeoff in the priority placed by operators on relative
probability ∆P and relative range ∆R. The relative score estimate of Model 2 took the
form:

∆Sˆ 2 = − R1 + α 1 R 2 + α 2 P1 − α 3 P2 + w

(28)

where α1, α2, and α3 were a constants to be estimated and w is a Gaussian noise which
captures smaller uncertainties such as user variation and variations in GUI
interpretation. Accordingly, ∆Ŝ2 is a continuous random variable and Model 2 has
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been reduced to a description that requires five parameters: α1, α2, α3 and N ( w , σ w ) .
The formal probability model is then given as
PM 2 ij = P (Dij = t1 | ∆R j , ∆Pi ) = P (∆Sˆ 2 > 0 | ∆R j , ∆Pi )

(29)

Identification of the five parameters of the conditional Gaussian decision model was
accomplished by minimizing the fit error between the data in the form of a cumulative
probability, and that given by the model. This fit error is given for each bin as

E FIT 2ij = PM 2ij − PM 1ij

(30)

Figure 29 shows this identified probability function for the Model 2 fit, while Figure
30 shows the fit error. Notice that the trends are very much the same: the probability
of choosing t1 is nearly one when ∆R<<0 and ∆P>>0, nearly zero when ∆R>>0 and
∆P<<0, and in between for most other cases.
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Figure 51: Conditional Gaussian decision model showing the identified probability of
choosing target t1..

Figure 52: Operator error (user data – optimal decision) across all 25 bins of
Experiment 2 data.
Because the conditional Gaussian decision model uses only a single Gaussian
with a deterministic relative weights α1, α2, α3, the data and model fits can be evaluated
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in one dimension. Figure 31 shows the cumulative probability function for the data
and conditional Gaussian model as a function of the variable ∆Ŝ2.

^
2

Figure 53: Model two continuous random variable fit (cumulative probability.)

^
2

Figure 54: Model two fit to optimal decision.
Gaussian Model of Decision #2: Allocation of Time on Target
A Gaussian model for Decision #2, the operator allocation of time on target,
was also examined. As before a model was investigated in which ∆P and ∆R were
considered to be measurements with Gaussian sensor noise. The model has a relative
weighting terms, α1, α2, and α3, representing the tradeoff in the priority placed by
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operators on relative probability ∆P and relative range ∆R. The estimated time on
target model (shown for target one here) took the form:

^

TOT 1 = abs(− R1 + α 1 R 2 − α 2 ( P1 ) + α 3 ( P2 ) + w)

(28)

where α1, α2, and α3 were a constants to be estimated and w is a Gaussian noise which
captures smaller uncertainties such as user variation and variations in GUI
interpretation. Accordingly, TÔT1 is a continuous random variable and Model 2 has
been reduced to a description that requires five parameters: α1, α2, α3 and N ( w , σ w ) .
Because the expected (mean) time on target is a useful metric to look at in comparison
to the optimal the expectation of TÔT1 is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Expectation of TÔT1 for the five parameter Gaussian model.
Identification of the five parameters of the conditional Gaussian decision model was
accomplished by minimizing the fit error between the data, and that given by the
model. This fit error, shown in Figure 56, is given for each bin as
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^

^

E FIT 2ij = T O T1ij − µ 1ijo

(29)

Figure 56: Gaussian model error versus tabular model for the expectation of TÔT1.

Conclusion

This paper experimentally developed and evaluated a coupled operator +
vehicle model for a simple Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance type
mission. The scenario presented operators with two decisions 1) determining the
composite information function, ICOMP, in order to select the optimal initial target, D*,
and 2) determining the optimal time to spend collecting information on each target,
TOT*.
A set of two, progressively staged experiments where used, the first, with one
environmental variable, the second with two, in order to investigate operator decisionmaking. Operators interacted through a GUI and were presented a map indicating
geometric layout of targets and their likelihood of being a SAM as well as a plot of the
composite information function for each scenario. An optimal decision making policy
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was devised and two experiments were run for a total of 960 sample points. The data
were then analyzed in order to understand and model operator decision-making for
such a time dependent scenario.
An optimal decision-making policy was prescribed and the distribution of
operator decisions was modeled using both a set of tabular models and a set of
Gaussian models. The tabular model and optimal policy are shown to not only capture
the operator decisions (average and uncertainty), but also give appealing insight into
when and why operators do not choose the optimal policy.
The lower order probabilistic Gaussian model using conditional probabilities
showed that this model accurately captured the decision-making statistics and
environmental dependences in a rigorous, lower order probabilistic framework.
The results presented within this study suggested that operators generally did
well with regard to evaluating the effect of one variable at a time, but had difficulties
in situations were they need to make trade offs between small changes in variables.
When operators could remove one variable (∆Pi or ∆Rj), i.e. that variable was zero,
operators tended to perform better. The results and techniques presented in this paper
have potential to be useful in creating a decision aid that will lead to an improvement
in operator decision-making performance, particularly in scenarios that prove
confusing to the operator.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Developing effective techniques to model and understand Human in the Loop
interaction with complex autonomous vehicle systems, such as those likely to be found
in defense, transportation, or environmental applications (to name but a few) is an
area of basic research rife with opportunity for increasing the fundamental efficiency
of such human + machine systems. This thesis specifically focuses on the application
of autonomous vehicles, such as UAV’s, to ISR type scenarios, an application
particularly important in high risk, high reward, and information intensive areas such
as battlefield reconnaissance prosecution of targets of opportunity.

The thesis

consists of three papers, each examining the ISR scenario at different levels of detail.
The first paper, “Experimental Study of Information Load on Operators of
Semi-Autonomous Systems” presents a set of experimental results analyzing the
relationship between Human in the Loop performance and user workload in a true ISR
type mission on an actual autonomous vehicle system implemented on the RoboFlag
testbed. The paper describes this testbed, and presents a description of an physical
hardware autonomous vehicle testbed capable of running ISR type scenarios.
Both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the results show that: 1) as the
number of vehicles an operator was tasked to control increased, offloading tasks to
automation became very important, particularly for defensive strategies, 2) Although
operators were less likely to use automation if the felt that they could not trust it,
improved automation resulted in higher total performance, and 3) Despite wide
variation in number of robots in play and overall game speed, both cognitive workload
and situation awareness varied only slightly; it appears users tried to maximize their
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participation with the system at all times. These results give good empirical insight
into operator performance in a complex ISR type scenario on an actual autonomous
vehicle system.
The second paper, “Modeling Tradeoffs in Decisions by Operators Controlling
Autonomous Vehicles” presents the results of two decision-making experiments and
two operator decision models for a more narrowly defined Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance (ISR), implemented on a software testbed. An optimal decisionmaking policy was prescribed and the distribution of operator decisions was modeled
with a binomial distribution. The distribution model and optimal policy are shown to
not only capture the operator decisions (average and uncertainty), but also give
appealing insight into when and why operators do not choose the optimal policy,
effectively generating a numerical model of actual operator decision-making in this
scenario through the use of probability mass functions.
Two lower order probabilistic models using conditional probabilities and
Gaussian random variables were also derived. Results showed that these models
accurately captured the decision-making statistics and environmental dependences in a
rigorous, lower order probabilistic framework. It is hypothesized that these models
could lead to a decision aid that will result in an improvement in overall operator
decision-making performance especially in scenarios identified to be confusing to the
operator.
Of equal importance is the demonstration, via binning of data from the second
experiment, of the consistency of operator decision-making between experiments.
Results show that general ISR scenarios can be analyzed by identifying their relevant
environmental variables and then reducing those scenarios to a subset for which
decision-making parameters are already known.
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The final paper, entitled “Operator Decision Modeling for Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Type Scenarios with a Time Dependent Information
Function” experimentally developed and evaluated a coupled operator + vehicle model
for a simple Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance type mission. The scenario
presented operators with two decisions 1) determining the composite information
function in order to select the optimal initial target, D*, and 2) determining the optimal
time to spend collecting information on each target, TOT*.
A set of two, progressively staged experiments where used, the first, with one
environmental variable, the second with two, in order to investigate operator decisionmaking. An optimal decision-making policy was prescribed and the distribution of
operator decisions was modeled using both a set of tabular models and a set of
Gaussian models. The tabular model and optimal policy are shown to not only capture
the operator decisions (average and uncertainty), but also give appealing insight into
when and why operators do not choose the optimal policy. The lower order
probabilistic Gaussian model using conditional probabilities showed that this model
accurately captured the decision-making statistics and environmental dependences in a
rigorous, lower order probabilistic framework.
The studies and results presented within this thesis provide several important
contributions to the study of Human in the Loop interaction with autonomous vehicle
systems. They allow researchers to 1) understand and describe ISR type scenarios in
terms of their most important environmental variables 2) gain empirical insight into
how humans interact with the associated systems, 3) formally evaluate analytical
techniques for modeling individual operator decisions, predicting both an “average”
and “uncertainty”, and 4) understand, via binning, how results from similar, but not
identical scenarios should be interpreted, and 5) help to understand how to integrate
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individual operator decisions with vehicle dynamic models into a predictive modeling
architecture for complex missions with humans in the loop, which would be invaluable
for future development of such systems. Finally these contributions may provide the
additional benefit of being able to evaluate decision quality and its disassociation with
mission effectiveness.
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